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A *UE.g..a I U B 6 M I I ! . 
.s i s a pleasant duty for s©» a t th@ 
©egmniiagof this iorkt to thank very respsot** 
fully m$ respected teachers Professor fi*D*&s«tsbi» 
Pro fa sa© r l»BU3iddlqi and Professor Father 0. Haoine 
for their trainings* suggestions and #»eourageii©i$,&s 
#ueh ha?# he&a very pr©eiows to ffl®» I also ow# 
mush to th© mrkB of Professor I*Cartas of F&&B 
#iieh I had occasion to mmwvt^/mxingf)this -^XJK« ^ 
K m must a* 
tin. t ie Shoaai**** a»»sfi«*atf attfe ?4a 
group of tfa*aft»Mrtlaa>a* 
UMI Mfetiialftam a t a apaaa ^ * aaatiiar aetata 
sr of affi»a ®«a«*t©ii# is taa&laa* % ramarlciug 
tka* a ^nftjp of aafftaal aa 
aJaftta ta» atf taraft i gi©1iSil*I«A i t t t» f i? * *a t t® f»« 
£aaaaM feaa feints4 m% to fcfta aapar # Omlifiaaaa 
Sretfps a*4 ta* Vr&vmm mt lo&er* fetft»Staaaiit»n» 
39li» aa*9a>twi* feat ife» aaaajai af fariatftaa mm 
bs f#gs»riai al tfear (a) «s a a*pat*& • * ^ jwiaaaa 
upeo. fea 5*»f««a# f«a# m m »%mkf^%f»mm'4 
%wmmi»mm%%m a t fee **eaaaa tafe fea ««aaaaa* 
a r t * ) • * a eftfpteg # ^ *** ***sp*^ «P»» iteaJLf# 
i 
t»e* fee fe int e f «»#¥ii»ai»» § la lagere** a* 
fee aelat mt H8*frt$»iit»a 5 in fee g^apeee* ^ 
^saij i e f m f l t t t t s t to fee sutteitiHi toteretetettea* 
a i l l ee a A l a i a i i ^ t i # i m l t i*«* fee point x 
la etefftaeee la tha # r t # » a l aaaee f % x * Ttoae 
in th© displaced ¥n wa te r s and tensors a t x ar« 
jmt the wctor^ aid tensors of ffi a t x* and the 
— i — 
«#t r io and oonaexi&E parameters ar® &.(x) and ^^Ji^) 
th is displ&osd upao© will also b© r©f#rr@d to as 
tlm defora of Y - Introducing* then, the notations 
— i 
^ j ( x ) and L ^ ( i J for the aiotri© and connexion 
paras©tors of th© train forced sspae® ?tt a t x* 
n@ eonsider 5 | , (x ) and ij^Cx) as th© repress©tati*?©s 
of ?n a t tho point x. Bis » a s u r o of ds formation 
of % ean b@ obtained toy oo sparing the ffletrie and 
connexion paraaetora of the now ^ o a s t r y of tho 
dsferosd fn a t £ with the representatives ofi;YB 
n t x* 
In »y paper * one parameter oantimiosa g^^p 
of deformations® I have sshei® that by sttbjeofi&g 
a general space of sffine eonaexien to ggenera^ 
f ini te one paymaster gremps of trans fo xmaiio3& 
&£# defined by 
x r X + tDx + • ••»*.+ t U s + #*-< 
n i 
Td t 
ushere % i s a parameter, and D * &#-? * ^ W a g 
the vector field defining the infinitesimal 
trans fo mation that generates the grosp, the 
defo na t i ons of the ¥©stors» tensors and the annexion 
parameters < h\%) of the space are determined: by 
a single operator, which I call S-eperator 
3. 
a&soeiated mtfa ill© given cne-paraia§ter group of 
Li©* 
I t i s to be noticed that the exposition of this 
prsblea thomgb giireii in a different laaaner i« sy 
paper si ted above as sel l as in Chapter | I of 
this iork» i s the ®mm a t th© foundation as that 
gi?ea above* 
Chapter 1 ef this iork has i t s object to ^Li® 
a brief exposition of the aethoi of * lapere.,Jiil§ilef 
m i a i t i a t e d by B&rbemx and detelopped, in a l l i t s 
general! t ies4 by S* Cartel to study the inmriaftts 
of a variety and the ^ n e r a l i mtions of Rieiaffiifi 
spaees, the method of »Beoere mobile* was l&tef on 
general iged by S^Cartaa to establ ish th© s tmeta re 
of th© f i a i t e oontiaaous groaps and to sssJie t^w 
eoBaeotioa of his theory with the elassioal 
theory of 3«i,ie* beeasee the e l e » » t e of the*. 
theory of 2* Car tan are foasd in the notieas 
i&trednsed by S. I,ie* 
la Chapter II» I give a short proof of ®y ' 
resul ts about the S~ope ra te r ihieb I have a3.r#a4y 
defined i s my paper to be published shortly ia 
Ind» Jour. Hath* # by the wthode of tensor oalosl^* 
The p res e s t method ©f defining the Separa tor in 
based ©a the theory of * Reoere us bile* a»d -vasi very 
kindly i&dieated to as by Fattier G»Ba©ise* 
4. 
1 gjtir© tor#* oaee for a l l* BQWB forraala© of 
Vgoyariaal bllimear* introduced by Irob^aimE and 
*lxt0riog «l. t iyliea.tloa* defined by H* Grass nana 
as thay Mi l bs {instantly applied in th© present 
*0s variant bil inear*. - I f 
K b® a f@r® ©f Pfaff* 
tae ©agression 
( L< t ^ K ^ 
m i l b© denoted by a© abridged symbol 
vo'(*><*<'*'>8*) ~<JLo>(*Ji)—$oo(%,<lA 
* EzteriQ r mil t i plication* ~ fbe Ex te r io r 1 
product &f p d i f ferent ia ls dx »dX2*»«*«*d£p 
i s den©f©d hj 
[ds^ ds£*»**»dx J 
and stands far tb® determinant 
4 *2 4 *2 
<?,*,, 4 * / > 4*^ 
*&?• 
* / 2 ^ < * * i ^ * - -
i , • - 3 A 
e Exterior* p r e s e t ©f Hi® forms 
">, =* 2 a^*t > «V - £ bt^c , ^3 -- iT ^ ^ *« 
m i l to® by definition 
[«o,^^] ^Xai^°* litidtJJ**] 
<,,j,K 
6« 
Q l i P f S B I . 
fethed ef R»p@re I sb i l e . 
Triedre WBbiles effliatiftiia Q J Da,rb&iig» 
1» In his t rea t i se* * La eons Sur la^tWorie 
gmeral de§ sarfaees* Barb©ax iatuBdueed an 
extremely frmitful a©tiled «f i«eta»galar * tr iedre 
m t t l s ' i s the study ef earrss and surfaces m 
e^clidean sp&een* th is ms» in reali ty* to r e t a i l 
the properties of the group ef displacements of 
the space* &i«oiffr» as E» Po in care remarked, the 
mtien #f the grcmp ef displaoeisents plays a 
fQBdaasatal »1© ia gs^aetrys the ©quality of iissj 
figures i s defiaed by the poss ib i l i ty of stiperpesiag 
them, tha i i s te say* t© iraa&ferm ese fi®ir*u4jtte 
the other by a displacement* Fer fixing the i«leas» 
l e t »B take the gitmp of displ&eements ©f the spaee* 
th i s greap of displacements depends on s ix 
parameters* If m take a reeiaB#ilar Mriedre"* {T ) 
and apply to i t a displaeeiaeot 3 , the Vtaiedfe* 
(Ta) thm ebtaiaed ea» be regarded as a system ©f 
uefere»ee# The relat ive coordinates of a point 
referred ts ( f ) are dedased fmm i t s absolute 
a 
<ioerdinates referred % (f r t) by to© saa ly t ie 
transformation S a * consider tm in f in i te ly »#ar 
* t r i e r s * (T } m$ ( ! j a ) ; the passage of the 
one to the other i s oad® by the i a f i a i t e s p a l ^ 
displacement S ^ ^ S * thi* iisplaoeireiit be i |g 
the product of tio staeoessif© iispr&oeiieRts S 
aa4 S . » Is define tMs <ii«pl Element aoalyti sally 
e>+«& 
by using the r t l a M w coordinates with respeoi to 
the * trledre* (f_)# i t i s aeeeasary for m to 
replace the georastrieal t rass fora&tion S a + ^ a $ a 
-*»y the snalyt io transformation ®.?ea by 
•1 ~1 *i 
S
^
 (Sa-Nla S a } S a - Sa Sa+<!a 
l i s symbol i s of the type 
+ ^ 3 ^ 2 3 ^ + e °3l^3lf + f l 3 J2X ; i f 
where X f * X2f, X$f are to© in f io i t ^ ima l 
translat ions para l le l to the axes of ©oerdinates* 
x 23 f * *ai** % 2 f ^ ^ tlj@ infinitaaiStel- rotations 
rowsd the axes of coordinates aad co l,^2,a33, oo2i,^r^i: 
are the s ix fern* of Pfaff of the six parameters 
a ^ . - . - . t a ^ of the ®rotip of els placements* 
These exprensiess of Pfaff are called the six 
re la t ive components of the infinitesimal displace-
ment of the * t r i c a r s nobile** The r e l a t e * 
oongoneato of the iafinitesional displacement are 
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—> 
«h@r@ {_«.• # 2 » % I a r @ *^e titr#0 oni t vsetors along 
tae ©dg&s of the ttrte..dg» apMle* (T) a t tii# p@iat 
P. 
2* Let a * triedre aa.blle' depend on t«© para-
i»t©rs m and ¥* la this ©ase the re lat ive Qssgdrieiits 
s f tfa© translat ion aad the rotation are ^.V©R by 
ili©r© {> ^ y - - - - > /*, Vj » are ftmeMoas of a and v» 
These ftmctiess are s o t arbi t rary fanetien* 
©f the p&rawters a and * but ar© subjected to th# 
e&ly relations* for the f i r s t tine established % 
Barboaxs givan by a syste® s£ differential equations 
IT. H-t) 
9. 
these equations axe o&lled the elatmoal Qquatioas 
of Barhoux and mntmm i a the® a l l the differential 
geometries of the euelidean space* For this reason 
the ehief ii^ortaBe© of the method of *triedre i&bile* 
l i e s in the fast tha t a l l the i s t i i a s i e properties 
of tli© eaelideaa space are esatairied ia the 
relatif® otjaponeots of the infinitesimal displaGem^it 
uf the t t r i e d r e asbily* attached to a point of the 
spaee* 
aeneraLI asatio.n of the no tieit of * t r iedre as bile* * 
3* In a spaee of n difflsasioiis (x*#*»*.» x^} we 
consider a ©otttimaoms groap 0- of order r ishioh 
plays with respeet to the gso» t ry of this spaee 
the ®am role as the group of displ&eeaiaats plays 
m t h respeet to the ©stelideaa spaee. 
fe eaa eonsider# ia a s i n i l a r siao»er as ia the 
etiolideaa space, a family of *Ropere* (1) sucfe that 
any tvo of then can be brought into ooineideiiee 
hy on® and only ©a© transforaation of th© ^smp 6. 
l i t h each re&ere we associate a systeas of coordinates 
dedtteed from a ip.ve» prissiti?® synteat hy a 
trans formation of 0» Hie infinitesimal transformation 
of the greap ifaieh h r t a ^ t*o in f in i te ly aear reperee 
i&to sola ei den o@ possesses the re la t ive esaposeats 
odi(a,dJL) mth respeet to the ooordiaates associated 
with 8L* fheee relat ive conpoiieate sat isfy the 
equations of s t ruetare of the group 0 m& esatain 
where 
10. 
in th#ai th© i n t r i n s i c properties ©f the variety 
based on th® g^ 9©ii group Q. fhis puts into ©?ideuce 
th© role iteidi the m@th©i of * Bapg.re mobile* 
plays in the i a w s t igat ion of the differential 
i amr ia» t§ © f a variety. 
QenerajL definition of the re pare fflsbil&. 
4* fb© transformations of a ssotiiraeus gr©wp & 
of order r are ie f in^ i by the equations of the for» 
These equations define a system of refereuse, 
i^s on a etossia D» Let the fsal ly ©f f in i te 
aoati&oaus traasfsraaMons 3 a* sonst i ta t ing Hie 
group 0 » operate m th© sane sbmsiii D and l e t 
^ be the abss l s te fr&pftre* s f D, Let us tra«e a 
figur® F0 ia B aad ass© eiat© the f i^ i re SaF0 t» the 
systeta of reference SaB@ s B # There « a i ^ r r e spea i 
t ie d ia t ins t figarss SftF ^id 3 ^ to t w distiti&t 
systems of reference 1 » S^% aa4 1^ r %8 0 * ^0 
a&ist differ from a l l tit© figures Sasb^a* 
for exai^le* «@ eaa eoa&titete the figure WQ 
mth a f in i t e ntiiaber of points A**!,****.* Ap? A, 
m i l be a point whi^h i s a c t in^ariaat by the 
- 1 
transfo rmatisas 5^L* Let £ be those ©f the 
transformations Stt S, ihieh I t a w A, invariant; A? 
a o 1 
will be a pe ia t ishieh is not identical mth a l l sf 
i t s tranaferi»d psiiits by J? ; 1s t Y b« thos# of 
the transformations S S, «hich leav« k4m& A 9 
inmriaa ts* a»d so an, Jh© l a s t psi&t will be sueh 
that ^ 7 i ** reduced t© an ident i ty £ra»s formation 
Thus F0«o&t a©t b© itif&riaat by any transformation 
of the grtmp other than th® ident i ty . 
Hating ch§§#n saeh a figar© Ffi# elistiset fmm 
a l l of i t s transferase! figares % S^ f * w@ shall 
say tha t th© figutrs Sfft i s th# repsre attaoted t© 
th© systea ©f r®f©r#ae# Ha s Sa%* Instead of 
saying ' a system $£ r@fer@fio@r we shall hereafter 
as© th@ t®r« * ,i^t,^MKmmmMmjmMM' * 
§• Qsusider the* rspere UP Mi «* e f a family of 
trans forsi&iiasii of a grsup 8* If B a a»d H ^ &® 
tm i i t f ia i t^ly a©ar psai t iens of this x£Bg££»thd 
geometrical trans f© matin & ishich transfers© B 
**1 s 
i t i s represented fey th» anatyt ie traa!t formation 
- t - 1 "1 
sm ^3a+da S a ^ s a 2 s a s ^-da * 
DefiBi.tiqiu 16 say that a * r@per# mobile' Ra 
possesses the re la t ive @s i^ <«i©&ta <x><; ( a>^& } A#a 
the syabol of the infinitesimal transformation 
^) 
sA+^=w-y'^ + * W 
12. 
the infinitesimal transformations I^f*.»»*» X^t do 
aot depend ©a the parantetere a i»*»..»a m i thei r 
d i f ferea t ia ls d&^*...* d a ^ <x>, (fl^o-) ».»* *•;«j>r (a^eta) 
are the r forae of Pfaff. At any point of the 
spao© of parameters these forms are ia general 
iadependent* 
la order that the re la t i¥e oomposeiits of a 
freoere mobile* ex i s t , i t is necessary aad 
suff ic ient that 
Definitions W say that Rm possesses absolute 
GOffioettents ithea the synbol of the analyt ic 
transformation 3 ^ $a» nhich i s referred to ^ 
sad #iieh transforms* Ba iato %+^m* ©« be written as 
where Yj£»,**» Yrf are the infinitesimal transforma-
tions iadeoesdeat of a*»»*..» a and da.,»*.*»»da I 
a), » . . . * ! a) , are the r formi of Pfaff «hioh are 
i s general independent a t any arbi trary point of 
the spaee of paragetera» 
In order that the absolute oa^oneats of a 
*repere mobile* exist} i t i s necessary and sufficient 
that 
K -A*)yK(i.;) 
A Balative eoTOoiaeata of m affia® repe.ig. 
6# Let as oeaisider the affiae- ^©np in a spaee 
©fa ditstasiea^. We suppose that the pa,ras»ters 
are chesen i s sash a way tha t the i d e s t i t j 
transformation i s ©stained fej pa t t ing a l l the 
pa r a s t e r s te zere* 
Let us find ©ut the eoffipeaests ef the iafifi i tesiaal 
transformatlsn S^s* the revere l ^ a i s eoapeeed sf a 
peint P and n wa te r s | e ^ . * . # . » #R | . la order 
to loeate i t* i t i s sufficient to giire the eserdiaates 
60,(o,dfl), 4 ( 0 , ^ ) , - - ^ ^ o c k j e f P* l i t h reepeet to 
the repere 1^ » and the eeatpenests \+c^tl(oida)Jc^>l2co)cta)> 
• • - - , Cd^fo,da.) o f e , t h e @0»p9B#Bt& oOttltotM)) - - •• > 
\+co O ^ j e f ea« fhese l inear ly isdepeadeaat fer» 60x[o>JLa) 
• , cx^[o,M),^(0M)> > rt^CoyAa) 
will toe stolen &e the GOffipeaeiits ef the infinitesimal 
traasforsatisn 3 ^ * 
Let a repere Ra* ©si^osed of I P# ©.»»*.**€bl * 
s»d another repere Bg^Q* eonpoeed effP+dPst^de^,***» 
ea+deJfoe triawferffitd by the trass fsraat ieas 5 a * fe 
shall ebt&ia the repere 1^ and a repere B ^hioh is 
©oapesed of a paint P a»d B teeters |e^*-»»**» e n # 
By definitien* 
OP *r a 3 f ( a , i a ) ^ V + ^ ^ * ) X v , 
^ Al - ^ /a,^)l% . - +d>^l*>*$tl 
14. 
Aoeording to tfa© proper t i t s of the affiso group, 
i t follows tfeat 
b 
j 
tbesa re la t ions 4©t#rsin@ tfe© re la t ive eoapoiiests 
of the 1 c8.p,erft-..j»1WLl»t of a» affia© group i f m 
know the rolati?© positions of th© tio .rspexme Ha 
a n d Ba+da-
liquations of s t ructure of l*0artaiu 
?* Goasidor a f in i te oontinuous group of 
transfonaatioas S_* t@t cd.C^A*) , . , # * , . . . . * . , 
£Oy(o»>MJ ^ the re la t ive ooapoaeats of th© 
infinitesimal dispiao#«e»t of i t s * r#p®re mobile*. 
f© oa» imagine* in the ropresontati w ?ari#% 
of r 4ifflonaiosa of the transformations of %\m group 
Gr* tm simply t r n i s i t i t o groups, nanoly tb» 
groups of paras»t8r§ 
— f i r s t parameter group 
Soeoad parameter group 
these groups of parameters lea?e th© relat ive 
and absolute ©oi§poi*©ats ^ aao* ^ i&t&rimtii, tliat 
i s to say* w© have 
15. 
<*},(£"*•£) ~ ^pCf'^f) by the f i r s t parameter grottp 
and thfili'^ij-fyiCi:*^) by th# B@muA paran©t®r group 
low* ©adi ef tb@s® f jfiftyaiiant bilinear*« i s a 
*al teinata. bi l ia#ar t form mth respect to the 
d i f ferent ia ls of tb@ iEd®pefid@at variables, aid 
i s* th#ref@r«# also «i th respect ts the f o r w ^ o -
fte r e f e r s w@ haw 
iter©
 v , .% ,. 
Similarly 
Th0ref©r@ (H) 
is eaa eh9#s# any t i s arbi t rary pels i s f o r ^ 
and ^ of tfe# spae© of parameters* fii® quantit ies 
Cpafl(f) are* therefsrs* independent of ths 
tari&toles 
thee* esas taste Ckftyo = - ^ . ^ a r e the ©onsisate 
s f straet&re of the r~paraseter group* 
JfeftfU3fl,,.ftl. , ^ , ^ ^ -
Being gi?©» a gromp* the s&^oBents of the 
16* 
infittittniiaal ©Ispla©@f8©»t© of i t s * mmm aafetle' 
ar© 8»bj©ei©d to ?©ri£y th© equations ©f ©t raster© 
tti© absolmt© coB^oii«nts ?®ri£y tb© r©lati©»s. 
^ " ^ ^ ^ S i 
fhes© ©c|M&ti©as of striata?© w©y© established 
£©r th© f i r s t Ma© by lla«r©r* Bat th© ishorten3© 
©f th©se ©qastioas was r©&Li2#{i by I*0artaa * o 
poiattd out that tiiee© ©qa&tioa© r©?©al tfe© 
str»©ta*© ©£ ih© rslati?© as ^©11 as of tfa© 
atoaolmt© ©©apQ&eiits ©£ tto© *rap©r© asMl©1 of a 
grsttf. f&r this rtasQS th©s© ©quattsas ar© ©§ll©d 
tfa© ©qtiaM©»s ©£ ©tractor© ©f S» Car tan* 
iqa^ti©n© of straetttr© of the affia© g m u e f l fersyseg, 
8* fh© affia© r©p©r© i s ©©»g©s©d of a point P 
r — * —* - i 
mid a ?©©tor© [©p-***> © 1 • Ufaa »{&+!} r#l«ti$© 
©©i^ ©a©ttts «£ tib© c&splae®ia©iits ©f the ' repar* asMle ' 
ar© <J®fiii©4 g§§® metrically by tfa© following & rural a© 
iP *27^^< 
K 
By wilt ing tb© ©onditisas ©f iat©gra©ility of 
tfa©s© ©q\*ati©»s 
17, 
m get til© folio wiag equations of structure of tlio 
af fine group 
K 
By takiag the groop of displ a s s a r t s of th© 
space, ve can easi ly s«# that tlios^ equations 
rodao© to th© equations of Darks«x» fh«r@for&» tfa© 
©qiiatioas of Barbo&x ax® the par t i oular eas© o-f 
Urn equations of straetar© of Umr$r * Cartong*-
R m d ^ n t a l identity* 
9* Tim *oo variant bilinoar* of th@ f i r s t as r t§ r 
of tii© ©qaatioas of straetur© of ILOartaa 
i s 2©ros booaas© i t i s its@lf a * so mriaaat bilinear*» 
of the forms of Pfa,ff» to *oayariaBt. bilinear* of 
tho s#ooad immsor i s 
w® hats* tereforo, by replaeiBg q toy / 
2
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HWW** 
P^P 
^tifto* H i l t Sli^l? Trmftitt* ar©%» a* $fe&P* 
(jftur.0SttJ!iiiiexslty»lBl«l»1942}* SO 
OB tfe* l p » » t * y # f tb§ s i g n e t ®f 2£«iaafui 
as palate* 
C if) Vt» fl»ti»4 fcsas<i «t tiie group 
(ii!)ttfttfee4 feas»6 » fh» g»«f «f 
S#$ii©» II* QBoMtiitftl sitter »# tfc* « » * * ©f 
CVII *f Ourtie. iSS 
rtia#i@r Us isteattButtfiB #f Hi# totall? 
&py «f an napailUMI 9M»ir* 142* 
19* 
Oossider a spao© of a ditasj&sioas 1 «ith a 
fm&mmntaX g ^ % G of order r* If* aoeerdiag to 
a given law* we attaoh a revere to eaoh point of 
the spaoe ha¥i»g tola po is t for i t s ori^La, the 
r e l a t i m mrngmm ts <x>to f the i» f to i tes i a&L 
displ&oesieiit of this re sere are the r fortas ©f 
Pfaff «hioh sat isfy the equations of struster© of 
S^ these ferns are oon8traott<I mth the variables 
%>l (ooordiaates of a point) and th©ir differentials^ 
I t i s i i tportsat to reaark tha t i f the &mb~gr$ug 
g of the group &r leaf ing the eri@.ii in ra i l ant 
fee generated by the l a s t r -a i a f i a i t ea i sa l t rans* 
formatioBS of the grettp, the f i r s t & fores <x>,9 , » . . , 
<^>nar# l inear ly iaiepeadeat* 
W saa aiopt a different pe ia t of triewi 
Let as take a pr ior i and expressions of Pfaff 
cd^* oaaatnaotei mth a variables { Xj****^) g»a 
the i r differentials* sat isfying the following 
eo&di t ioas % 
(1}# the ; verify the equations ©f s t r u s t e e of %• 
{2}* the f i r s t a foriss are l inear ly i»dep«5t<Ieiit# 
Let as take» in the space I# a re core R^ 
oorrospoa^iag to a gifeii system of Yatues of xj» 
fhe feras ao^*^*) are the r e l a t i w ooi^ >®a«ttfe 
of the i&fittitesifflal transformation Sx . ^% of the 
group § r* This transformation i s defined 
ana&yti oally ei th ros ies t to the revere B^r Let 
Bx-t-gx ^e *^# repere oorrespoadiaa to the system 
of values ( X|+iS|}* fkis rep ©re i s obtained fro® 
the rtptr© l x % the trans foriaatiou Sx , ^ * fh© 
hypothesis that th© ^o-satisfy the ©qmations of 
struet»r# assar©3 that i s always arri¥© to th@ 
§ai§ r®p#r& B .^ from a giiroa r©M£I ^ whea w® pass 
fro© th© point, corrosposdiag to the l a t t e r* to 
th© point, eo responding to th© fornsr* fey any 
eo&tianotts path whatio«i?©rj the hypothesis that 
the fors© <x>p ^ * •*»••*,v°n,* ar® l iaoar ly 
independent assures that the origi.fi of th© x#mr*& 
R^ f i l l mp th® ihol© apae© { or a t l e a s t a region 
@f the spae©)* 
fhun toeing #¥en» ia a mnttnumm \* r form of I 
Pfaff co^ctcdt) sa t isfying th# ©qti&tioas of structure ' 
of Q * w@ say that th© continuum possesses a 
struetur©* and th© ©on tinman i s called a spa©© 
based on th« iwa&amntsl group <r• 
,Risa*-Ml&aQ»t spa«fts» 
11* thus is© arr ive le^ th© notions of th© general i$3d 
'noa-holaaQfflS* spao@s of a gitrea f«ad&»Rtal group Q* 
ffe iisagLft© that a spas® bas#d on a fu&daisental ^oup 
G i s attached to e&oh point A of a amtiauuai* 
V Imagine that there exis ts a law ishieh permits to 
ooanoet t ie suoh spaeess attaehod to t«o inf in i te ly 
aear poiats of tho coBtis^ui^ Dae to this law tho 
portioa of th© oostiauu® asar the poiat A eaa ho 
regarded as a portion of th® spaso of I lo ia at Host 
to the second order* fh© spae® attached to the 
point I oaa be oallod tho sp&oe tangost to the 
eo»ti»aiiia a t the pa in t 1* If m oansidor a ssHtisuetts 
path, in tho oontiniMii, fra» a point A to mo titer 
poiat B* the eoisnoetioa of the spaeo tangent a t B 
with tho spas© tasgaat a t A ea» he «ad® different ial ly 
along tho path imdor eonsidoratiofi mi «B s&y that 
this eostioetios oonstitatos tit© development of the 
path IB aad of tho tangent spaces of tho mmti&unm 
si tuatod in th® iissodiat© n©i||ibourhood of tho 
path AI o» tho tangent plan© a t A. I f w© ta&a 
asothsr path float A to B, thou tho dovolopiaonf 
obtained along this aow path i£ l i not eoiaoidi 
with the f i r s t in ^ a « r a U lo em say that tho 
gi?@a »atiiiiM% with a law po imt t i ug the oMWiootioa 
of tii© tangent spaees* constitutes a f&an~faol#3*aia^ 
spao© of «hioh the fyadai©at^ group is &* 
Ih© *a^rMlaMS* ^ s oppressed by the faot that 
i f is® dovolop a oyolo, draw in the ©aMsuaa 
s t a r t i n g from A and earning feaok to i t , on the 
t a n ^ B t spaeo a t A* tho poiat A and i t s noi^ifaomrhood 
ar© fotmd to wadorip a eortaifi d isplaoo»»t ( or 
tra&sfonsation of (£) in order to a r r i m to i t i 
i a i t i a l position* This displacement will h& oallod 
displacement assoeiatod with th© eyel©« 
&rj*?«> 
It© U 
A j i j A p t j « %* » . » * * 5 A_^i 
«ii©r@ 
K 
b© tlia Infinit tsimal transformations of the 
fuadaroatal fjroap &r* $hsn w@ nak© th© eoime olios 
of an iafi&itely near tangent spae© By «lth the 
taugtat spae© I |* tfe@ poia t of eoordiaates 
( 
. » • * • * • * fac ) of 1 » referred to the .rapeni fi # 
o9iuoid©& vith the po ia t of eoordinatts ( x.-htec) 
of 1 / . 
4 
Is haw therefor© 
i, ->< 
wh®r#^K&ro the expressions of Pfaff l inea r ldth 
respoet to 1*® n quanti t ies ( tt19«,««»,.ii } iMeh 
looalig© the point K to th© gp.iren continuum* 
If the mntinmim h© a sp&oe of Klein, * hm@ 
<j«0 
I f the eeiitinauiB h© BOjHteoloaoB»* w© get 
or) J 
the -"« ©sing tho * exterior* qmdrat ie forms in 
c i i i i » * » • » j Q 
Bios© quanti t ies i 2 0 dofia© th© curmtoro aid 
torsion of th@ spae®* 
faiiety. of a,ffin# <pimecfrlog* 
12* I t i s iB^ertaat to see hew the geometry ©f 
the variety of affine oanaexioii i s inserted i s 
the gpaeral scheme mntim&& in the preceding 
paragraph. 
The taageat spa.ee 1 is* in this ©as®* the affiu© 
spa©© and the foaclaaeiital greup is the group #f 
affine trans fo rasa t ieae ^generated fey the iafmitesintgl 
tra»t £© raa t ieas 
whiish are n 
Sine® 
i£ 
i { » + 
X/»f -
i ) i s number. 
the equations 
K 
tmke the fo l l smag form 
d%+oO -+ c^j *. * ° 
By expressing that these equations are 
o j i ^ l e t e l j i n t e g r a t e * m hate 
K 
These equations define the atruster© of the 
affin© spae@» 
Alternative gathers fhese formulae ©f the structure 
of a f f i l e spaee can alee be sfetaiaed in the fellemag 
manner* 
24, 
fh© equations defining the re la t ive esraponeots 
of affiae group are given by 




Bieeoaad^- are l inea r with respect to the 
different ials &%£» nhere t i | deaote the parameters 
OR whioh the revere of the affine spaee depend* 
These n(ja + t ) forms of Pfaff permit to *mperer* 
the system ©f reference a t P + i P mth respegt to 
tiie system of rsfsrsaee a t P* % eaa say tliat 
they define an iaf ia i t©sisal displacement permitting 
to pass from the l a t t e r to the foraer* 
la the ease of an sffiae spao© the di sp l a Genoa t 
associated to a closed eoatour i s aero* 
Therefore 
<iJp- j JP = (^)'-2 r^Vl - ° 
K 
tr 
But, in the ease of the space of affine 
connexion* the displacement associated to an 
inf in i te ly small eyele i s g^mn hy 
K 
the ?eetor Si &t defines the torsion of the 
space of affine connection^ If the geometric sum 
of an in f in i te ly small cycle i s gens* this torsion 
m i l fee zero. 
J 
The fora© Sic define the cariratare of the space 
of affine connexion** 
Thus these forBEil aft define the s tractare of the 
space of affine connexion* 
fa r ie t ies of metric connexion* 
In his memoir * Innales de L*Eeole Nona* 
3uperie«re, t«40,*1923* S*0artaa has given the 
structure of the no&t ^ n e r a l metric varieties* 
These are the t a r i e t i e s of affine connexion for 
each point of which the tangent space is an 
euelidean space* The mutual *reperagse* of t » 
tangent euelidean spaces a t two inf in i te ly ue& 
points i s mad© by mm® of the following expressions 
of Pf&ff 
OQ> CO > 00t~-cdC (<>fj) 
ushere ' 
(1)^ oo are the caasponents of translation^ 
(2}« co i s the component of * ho mo the tie** the ratio 
.of hem© the t i e being { l+^>)» and 
(3) . oo -are the components of rotations ihich bring 
tm inf in i te ly near *reperes* into coincidence. 
26» 
Tb@ equations of struetar© of the Bt&trio spaes 
ar© $ « by 
K 
utiere ia **>* J f * 
Therefor®* mth any #l©i»fitary eyel© dram in 
this mr ie ty are associated* 
Ci)# a t ranslat ion J2 £o" 
(2) . a *fao!ioit»ti©* of rat io < l+i2 )# and 
(3}* a rotation of eofflpoiaoBts JT^ 
Hi©y define t to torsion* tbe oarfater# of 
1aoao.tfe0.tt•ted th© earvatttr© of tfao metal o ?ari®ty* 
I f Hi© oarratBxe of *fa@»tfafttiol i s zero, tiie 
variety i s ©aLltd the fariety of #uelid©a» oomiexioB 
in the teradfiologf ©f l^Cartaa, the variety for 
iMeii torsion and the otirmtar® of hoa§tWti# mrs 
mm i s tli© classical spae© of Sienamu 
fh© ©qaatioas of str»©tttr# of the Ki6*a&n9sfi 
variety are gLfau »y 
K p 
2?* 
Gifsn the mwgmmt& ( 6^>, ,*.*,«o,d of ta« 
iafiaitesiiaal t ranslat ion of a rogtam^alar ropsr© 
sobi!©* ta© f i r s t equations of s t raotare permit to / *?i^-,tr'*// 
oaLoGlato the tft(a-i) eospoaoats of rotations <*>c J 
witlwat aay ambiguity, fa© re for®, th© spae© a m -
holoaofflt of Biefflaaaiaw. ooaasxioa i s ©3^>l#t@iy 
dgfc© rained by mm® of the 03 u n s e a t s of t r a n s l a t i v e 
iai©a ¥trify tfa« f i r s t i t i e f tk© ©quatioas of 
struotar©# This space is* therefor©, d i t t r m t t d by 
a©sns © f ts© @L ve& qmadrati c f© r® * 
Bi© ©legatary rotatioa o>.-» deteraiaed by »a»s 
» protides ta# satoa! orieat&tioa 
of t«o iafiait@ly soar regerea* fhey d#eid#* tfaorofortt 
tiio para l l# l ia» of tio i a f i a i t s l y &#ar vectors; ti&as 
w w^tae aotioa of parallelism iatrodme@d 
by f*l»@¥i*0iw.ta* 
•Qpa».rallga.tioa..o.f the idea t i t l e a of MattoaU 
14* faors exis ts a theorem* due to 1* Cartas* t r w 
in a l l non~a@lQaoa& spaces of iliioa th@ iden t i t i e s 
of Biaaeai ar© p a r t i a i l a r oas@ ia the gsoaetry of 
Biona&a apace. B*0artaa eslla i t * the taeortig of 
Oaas®rvatiaa of Our¥a.-tore sad torsioa'* 
Thi* taeor®® i s ddiaeed by applyiag tae 
* fundamental idoa t i t l e s * to the equations of structure 
Qi %h® mriety* Tiiat i s to say* @.¥©B the donations 
of s tructure of tfas variety, in the fsra 
ooi^Z Clip l*» ">*] + $* 
%h& *#xteriar deriyat®f of %M seooad «sab©r ©f 
th©s# ©qaati©os a a » l y 
giv© the Q6tia#rrati©» theorem* 
th is ®tmmm §an to© interpreted gioia&trieailys 
If n© osasider a» alsa@at @f wjlua® uf the fariety 
and tli© smrfae© ifaieiit bounds i t* the iafiai tesistal 
t ra»i i f©imti«s associated t© different e ioatets 
$f this sarfae© ha?© a sa® @qmL t© z@rs* 
15* fi# Cartas has iatwdaeed a v#ry. fmi %M% 
aet ioa s f th* groap of 3toi#a^me im tfea a#g*bfi3,oa#» 
spacss* 
t©t 1 b@ a I»l&ttQfflB spae© tangsat a t tf& p©iat 
i of a ^w#» HQji*hel0a0ffls variety* The f«sdas«ta l 
gr©Mp i s aapposed to tea gi¥«o in a d©fi»it© aaalyt ie 
f©m* gaea©trically fi&rresp£»disg to a curtail* 
system erf ieferenc® @r repar©* In a spas© I kssed 
oa a £wk4mm%®L gr®np G# *» ghail call *jap.tml..i*s9r&* 
a r».p»re liiieh i s deduced from tfa© presiding. %y aft 
29. 
arbitrary transforms t i e s of the group $. Being giwn 
tio * normal repereg* R and B * the foraila© vbieh 
permit to osss from the eoordia&tes of a poiut 
referred to fi to the soordiaates of the saa® point 
referred to 1 define analyt ical ly a transformation 
S of the group. We say that S is the displacement 
uhieh carries i to L 
Let a *&QBB^1 revere* be oho sea i s the holonoins 
spas© 1 ia&gpnt a t A to a given variety, After the A 
disoriptioa of a cycle ihose origin and the 
extremity are a t A* the reoere E, takes a new 
oositioB B ia the tangeat sapce I * Let f be the 
displaeeiseat ( a trail sfo nsatiofl of G) #iioh carries 
I to B. * fhe aggregate of the transformations f 
gsaerat© a group called the group of MXMSMP 
associated to the poiflt A. Let us choose another 
repere 1* i s the tangsst space I » IMs repere nso«ld 
— /"* A 
take a »ew position 1 af ter the detelopiaefii of 
tii© cycle en the tangent space B . L e t s be the 
displaeeiaefit ihieh carries H to H. and also Rf@ B»* 
fhe displacement which carr ies BA to ILand also 
i s defined analytical ly by the transformation 3 T S. 
therefore, i f m chooae mj other revere B » in the 
space 1* instead of the f i r s t repere fL, the gro»P 
will be replaced by the group S g S ihich is 
*bamlQgpB* o f g. 
30* 
meorem of ben»<jBPie.tyi 
fm groups asgoeiated to different points of 
a, variety ar© sub-groups of tke fuadaiiSfital ^roup 
&* aad tbsst s»b~gro«ps at© MfaaplqflBna'* 
I»#t as tak® a sseoad poiat B of tb@ BonHtoiojaoaie 
spaee* and l@t H b© a * aeraiai re per©1 oh®s«i in 
the spas© Iw* k@t as eon&egt the spaet 1« m i t th© 
spao© I - by an arbi t rary bat definite path ACS 
g^iag -froo A to B* The rep#r# Hg i s tiias placed ia 
•to© spate 1 * Lot S b® th# displaeoasiat ifcioh earries 
A 
R % 1 * Let BBB b# a eyol# itiose origin is B and 
A B 
f be tfee trans formation of G nfoieli i s assooiated to 
/ 
i t ia ordor to oarry R to H * 
B B 
Along th« oyele A0BBB0A* in vhieh the path obos®ii 
fro as A to B i s described tme© in tbo oppoait© sens®* 
tbo »P»XB R* i s f i r s t bro&^it to R-» than to fiR a d 
f iaat ly ia a position fL* ishioh ia plaood with respect 
l@ 1 in t t e saffl© relat ion as 1. i s placed mtb 
B * 
respeot to E * therefore, to any transformation T 
B 
associated to the point B there oorrespends a 
- i 
tresis foriiatiofi tfS of the grotip associated to the 
point A* the reeipreeal of this r e sa l t can be 
daiasQatrated i s to© same way. Hence tb@ groups of 
heioaoffii© associated to A atad B are Vfaoaoiog&as** 
«5X« 
8 I I ! ! i S I I . 
On the definition ..of 5-gperato.r. 
BRnasiatt&a o.f the problem 
16* Let as take a |p"ottp £1 operating in a spa©© 
ef affioe mnm%ion* Q&nsi dering that the group 0 
traa^foras the l i i lJiS* the goerdfetatea aad mo I the 
yeater^ and. teasers of the sp&oe, I haw shorn in a 
paper * Oa© paraneter ©n t i n e a s gretip of defo opticas '* 
that the new e© Booses t s of the teeters aad t u t o r s 
are detersiaed fey a suti table eperater S asseeiated 
mth the ^,¥©a l i e gremp a»d defined by 
where the infinitesimal trs»sfenii&tieii of the 
gretip i s g i f t s hy 
2*1 
The problem can be expesed ia a i©re @©©B»tricsl 
manners l e t a reper® ( "©****»** ©a) be attached a t 
©wry point x of the sp&es S. Let tis consider f and 
-*> 
? t© fee th© tes te rs of a gitea tee ter f ie ld a t the 
# 1 1» appeared shortly ia J©»r.Iad*Hath*5©e# 
-Mid* 
poiats z and x resp®etivejLy. Let (e**»*>.«» ~tn) be 
transformed into /# , . , . . . 9 e ) a t 2 by tea group 0* 
_% v i #, a7 • * s F 
I f I fee of e©ftp©H@ats ( ¥*.***» fn) s i th r@spest 
t© th# r©p©r© { ~ii9*m»**^i/ }*. i t f©ll8ips from t t e 1
 i t a i 
f i r s t pr ia^pl® tha t f » ¥ ( i * !*•*.*. , a ) . 
itae©* r®f©rriug th» veot^rs to tli© ..rep®re { ~$i****u) 
a t x* mi sa i l ing tfe@ eQEap©H@iits s f l } mth respect 
*o tt1^8 .r®p0.i^ % ¥ s@ hair© 
msiag tba notation ©f H*Psiaear#» 
tha t i s to say tha t t t e t es te r s and th« tensors 
of tfa# spae© 1 are transferase! &y a group i tose 
infinitesimal transformation i s defined by t&# 
S-op@ raptor* 
I t w u l i »©t be idttemt iotere&t to mention 
that i f «e adept a second point of iiew nanoly ; 
6 trans forms in the spae© 1 f i b r e s .into, f i b r e s * 
rectors. In to lectors* the report ^rgaatning; iagajiant* 
then each veeter of e&ffipeiraats ¥ i s traassferaed 
o 
into a ¥@eter ©f eeatpoaeiits ¥ where 
v =*4V 
Bar! ration, of. .S*operatog I s r smi r a i r a r i a&t meto.ra» 




defining anal l variations ©f tfa© point P and t&« 
vectors C e4**.**«© } of the »pa.xe a t P. referred 
to t i » San® 1SUSSUSI* 
Also tfee equations of str&ottire ©f •&© spaos of 
affitis oonasxioa are given by 
fc
 J . K 1 




and aaing tit© f i r s t equations of straoture « h&m 
t6 V o 
m% 5v'-v-Aav 
i . s - t • • i t J K 
or* 
5 Y * IX Vjv - £AC|Y VV- / l j K UJ VK 
/ + ^ - Q c " 
34, 
Perivaiioa af ,S»op«rato.g for adxed teiiSQrs, 
IS* 
Sines 
t = %(«<l 
The re £© re 
Th@ operator S hating fe@©» thtza defined for 
co variant aa i ceairavmriaat ?®@tors» ie esa eas i ly 
#xt©»d i t s d&finilioa to any s&xed tensor f1 as giv#a 
in paragraph 16. 
J 
Tarnation of .ii» .exptes gjtoas 0*jC*)m 
19* 
Usiag the second ©^aatixias of sinister© of the 
spaee I and lakiag 
we gat 
* «*• <«o= (K - * i ) «>v) - 6 *" ^ v ) -
wii®r& 
L T lA|fc|K +liMt"*K + (U^yi) 
Ttas 
j y£ . *a!. + 4 sal + 
s i a o i D f f i i s i s 
OB tli© s ted j ©f th© iereatzHLii variant spaces* 
«&0» 
I I T R 0 D U C T I 0 H. 
fkm tb©ery of tfe© sp&e&a of Kieaia»» bas/ii&d© th© 
&bj©st of marietta isiportsftt irorks d»® Is dhriBtoffel* 
Lips<Mtz, Seta* sad less daring th@ l a t e r pa r t ©f 
th# 19tb eeatary* Bicei m& I*@?i-Ci?ita iBtrod»e@d 
a p««erfal s j a t aaa t i e netted of "Absolut© differential 
ealealus* and dewlopped th© tb©«ry of t t e sp^ets 
sf Bitnana by tfa«ir algabr&ic and aaalyt ia pj39e©3§@s* 
fhB ebi#f aim of th i s braaeb ©f ?aa thematic* ^naon ly 
eall#d "feasor dia lys is% is to construct m l \diseiass 
sash laws isbieb
 a r s generally covariant* Bi# stethsd 
ef fiicei m& t « f i~0 i f i t a besaa© th© ©bjeet #f a 
very widespread i n t e r e s t af ter i t s u t i l i za t ion in 
mathematical physics aad ia ih& tfaesry of @©u#raliz©d 
r e l a t i f i t y by I* l ias te la (1916). 
Th# fundamental ffl©«oir of Lei i -Ci^i ta 9Iogi©n@ 
di parallel%®m in sua Tarieta qualmqtte, H©nd*0ir&* 
mat@®. Palern®, t*42» 1917* p*175-205* gay© r ise t© 
the g&»#rali zatios af tfas spae@s ©f Ri#Htaaa by i t s 
fruitful notion of differential parall®lis».i#iri-
Civita iaiagiaed tb© s»t r iea l space of Rieaaaa a§ 
hypersnrf&ee ®»b©dd«i i s a #uoiid@a» sp&e© of higher 
dissuasions* P(% } and P { x°+ d&) being the ps ia t s 
of Bi@ma?m upaea and PQ a ^e to r# L@¥i-*0ivita 
transfers PQ by a dueiideaa para l le l sh i f t to f% 
36* 
aad defines PQ, the ©rthog^al preje©ti©a of PCL upon 
the emd ideas plan© tan^nt iaL to the I S I K B spa©© 
a t P» as paral le l to PQ. In spit© of this a r t i f i c i a l 
defini t ion, parallel ism i s i s i r i n s i g aad expressible 
by the » t r i e of the Mesiai_t_ ujmee alose. Thss i f 
A aad A +^ A fe© the Go^©a@ats of PQ aad PQ
 9 
J%r ©e*¥ariaat ssffipemeafcs the law of paral lel ism 
i s defined by 
SK - fit hd* *o 
Thm® are tfa* formulae gCrifig the lam <rf f simile! 
transport of the oMitravariaat s»d s j far iant weters 
in the Riei^aaiaa space regardless of the coordinate 
s ye tea msed» 
A di rec t eiplanaiien of ih£& eemeepiieii w«3 gii©ii 
by H«f»yl mth the help ©f the geedesis eoor^oat© 
system where the M t r i e tensor g . . i s stationary 
a t the point tmkea as the origin af the fe^ferA.; 
the lans ef p a r a l l e l i s a beiag thea represented by 
the fematlaes 
_—_____—. , • 
In til© paper * Reiae inf in i tes iMal^0!^t r i# t t H. 
Weyl elevated the idea of para l le l di&pla-eaent of a 
37* 
¥©et©r as iatrodaeed by t©?i~Oiirita to th@ rank of 
a ftmdaiaeiit&l axiom ihieh the former TBatheaati eia» 
©all©d th© ©haraet©risti© of the affiae gsoffl©try. 
According t§ H*f§yl paral le l ism say be defined 
in th# Boa~i8®triGal spaoe by pa t t i ag 
where V^t z U*. are- *&© fr®^ prescribable 
ftactions ©f position; fixing th© affitie o?mi»eti0fi 
©f the spaee* fh® equations giving the traoaforaatien 
©f the coefficients of conseetion < f^ ) from on© 
$£«rdiaat@ systes ta th© ether are the saa@ as th©ae 
for the three-index symbol a ef Shristsffel in 
Bi®mmnim geonetry. fhas the oomri&iit difff tsat ia t ion 
i s gpaeraliged for the spaces ef affiae eonaeetaLeiu 
Oae cm i%o»© ait t r i e s np©» the affitie oanifold* 
tben the r«qiiir»fflint feat the size of a we to r 
regain aisaltered by a .transXatioa t 
$mn f]|J* jK^.tj a»d leads to the differential 
law of parallel ism i s Biefflann spaces 
Bse researches ©f J . A. Sehetiten aad iUBp^piaai 
show that the eeaeept $f differential paral lel ism 
throws a l i ^ i t QB the notion of toe spase oarvature* 
tJD • 
eossidered as stowiag ths ftonHLattgrabiiity of the 
transport by pa ra l l e l i sm 
feblen a&d fiisenhart ia tfaair papers dealiag 
i?ith th* gseiistry «f ^ath3 bat© given a o®w gpnerali-
mtisn ©f tii# ggen^try ©f Ri©«a»Jiia» spaees. Ds© 
$a» naiqaely ieterjsi&e a path; e®nsiii#r®i as the 
s t ra igh t l i n t s ©f aa affia#ly oeaa«etid spaet* by a 
geint a d a dirset ios ©r by t ie i a f i n i t e ly »®ar 
points* Conversely* ne say that a system ©f «ar?es 
passes s tag the abo^e aeationeci property oa» I t 
eoasiiered as the s t r a i # , t l ines of a space and «9 
<sm deda.ee an a,ffise eenueaties of the spaet tfaerefroia* 
f&rietp ettoer gtfiemLizstioas of the gs#j»try 
of paths ha?® been gp.?ea by Bermid and Boaglas by 
takiag for the paths the integral oar?es ©f a. 
system of differential equations* I t i s net €%-
these new gsons t r i e s that I shall discuss here but 
I shall briefly amotion the »thocte of Koe&aibi for 
the |geea©try of the gwieraliaed path-spases aftd 
show how his resu l t s are iu agreeBssat with the 
resul ts of £»Carton defaced by his em n»tho4s 
basei oa the theory of Pf&ff's forss. 1Me i s to 
to the fact that there i s BO difference betimes the 
foundation of both the sietboie* Both as the is are 
based OJQ the alternation ©f the fantlaisstal operations. 
m* 
Iven then m caa say that tn© au thod of HDsanbi is 
a b i t isar© il laiainating for i t se ts up a basis for 
the teas©rial operators and by a l ternat ing these 
s e t t l e s eo^pletely th© question of th© fuadamwitaL 
se t of differential invariants nhieh are independent 
of each other tihereas the ^ t h o d of Oartan does so t 
threw any lig^at on the question of independence or 
interdependent of the differential invariants of 
the spaee* 
In S l i t t e r 1 I shall give ( i ) the ti© Main axioss 
utiieh Hosaatbi has u t i l i zed in order to develop® the 
i n t r i n s i c differential geometry of the path-spaces 
( i i ) the f«nda»»tal tensorial operators a n d | i i i ) 
the s e t of independent differential invariant* of 
th© apaee. I shall alao point out how the qws4i©n 
of a© t r i o for the patb~spae©8 has been settltigft by 
Iosart>i# In ISiapter I I I shall show haw thess:.. 
differential invariants of the generalised p i » ~ 
upases cm ho obtained by the rothods of £,Cd£taR 
mainly daft to his owi reBearohes in th© the© if of 
oontinuoas grsaps* 
In th© theory to whioh i have devoted th i s -^ar t 
of the «fk» the Kssaabian new theory of x*l<fgivity 
plays a faadasaental part* I t S©®BB advisable*therefor©* 
te p ? 8 a brief aoeoant of this i ^ o r t a n t su%|eet 
in Chapter I I I ; I shall aet* however, a t t e s t t® do 
40* 
fflsr© thai to giro a elesr statement of thos© ideas 
and thmmm ihieh Xosamhi has ip.¥en in his t w 
ffl&»irs * Path*©qaatioas admt t i ag th@ I® rent2 
@mtip X» I I * | th@ f i r s t mmir appeared in th© 
j8tar*lesd»fath«Soe»l§ (1940), pp* 86*91 mi ^m 
mm&4 ia ths Joutr#Ind*feth*S9e* ¥©l*f* He*2 (1941), 
pp* 62*72. 
Is that pap#r * 0a th© ©listens© ©f a s e t r i c for 
path-spaets admitting th© LQmnkz**gF®mp* Pm^Xad* 
Aead* 8e.?©l.XiIl (1941) pp* 2O3«210" thieh aaO»s 
Chapter I f of th® «®rk h@a?e* 1 ha 78 takea ffeatiiM's 
form #f path-©qmati©as adrnt t ing the Lores ts-^&tapj 
where H» J ar® arbitrary* and applied t© thsm the 
general <j0»diti#fl tha t a s«t of paths he th# #£treaials 
ef a variation problem* naffl^ly, that their #qmatioa8 
ef m r i a t i s n b® s#lf*adj©i»t» A study $f th@ 
resa l t i ag differential ®q»ati©&& gi?@s r ise % a 
s e t of a@e©ssary and smffieioat e©aditi©»s for the 
©xisteam of a w t r i c aad a S3@th©d ef s&liatisa* I 
haira* then* appli#d the BBMB » t h a d of attaek Is 
fflsre specialised paths as th©s@ with ths a®st 
fgg»#ral Loreatg iu¥ariaiit syiaietris affiu© 
c©aa@4ti©a ito©r@ 
H s Al + AJ * J" * U p 
fhis leads to siaipl®r eoaditioas nhieh aire ia 
$011 fortuity mth th@ rsaa l t s of Kosastbi ©htaiaad by 
41* 
Mm by m direct tmUmi in Ms mmir already sited 
•Path-sqaatieBs adsat t iag the Lor©atg~groiip It** 
la ®y paper *lifist»ia spaets admitting th@ 
tereat^groiap* P2»s#I»d*Aead*Se.* S@©*i»14fpp* 
133-138 (1941)* I s t a r t imm m exp l i c i t fs«% 
i& to l l ing tw» arbi t rary fmetio&s rf,/ of the s s s t 
^ n e r a l fiiensiMiias a t t r i o adtaLttiag the n-d i»ss iooa l 
Lor@at£~gr©»p» I have alio is* tfeeaa, tha i for»>/4 the 
Lor»Bts-iuvariant Bientaaa gpaoes ar® ooaforaally 
f l a t and eoaseqaoatly this resul t iadi sates that a 
transformation of coordinates exis ts giiofa tha£ t t e 
a e t r i o can fee transformed into tke oaaonieal fens* 
ffa® eoaditioas tha t this spaee b® an Einstein spao® 
reduce to e»© different ial equation i s ^ m^J ^ido. 
istplies projective flatness and Mas m e x p l i t t i 
solution «faea m inpose Mlae*8 eosditisfi OK the 
paths* Fiaally 1 have taken the r e la t iv i ty f ie ld 
eqaatiofts with s t r s s s energy tensor and ha?e obtained 
foriailaa for the pressure and density i s tents ef 
c^and/* 
In Chapter fl * locations of Kill ing for liweatg-
invariant Sieaanii apaoes» Jomr*0 a©* University % l * 
X(1942)w I hate classified the s e t r i e spaees 
aecordiag to the groups they admit, fh© veoter 
generators of the @*oaps of notions for eaoii ©lass 
ef spaces hate beta expl ic i t ly obt&iaed m& tb« 
structures of the mrioas groups a r i s ing theiein 
42. 
h&w b&®s studied. Hi© saaie method has, afterwards, 
b©@a applied to Um l*0r«»tz~i» variant path-sgaess 
mth a synsetri® affine eoaiisetioa in Chapter TO 
* On the alansif ieatioa ©f th« L$r@»t2-i& Tartar t 
spaees aeeording to th» groups they aetait* *tar*0&Bi. 
University, fol.X, ( i942) # and th@ spaces ham 
been classif ied into th# s e t r i o a»d ntn-sBtr ie spaces, 
la 1925* liaanfeart i a Ms ©peeii making pap«r* 
#iieh appeared in Iat.Ae&d-Sei»Pra<^?ol*II pp* 
246-2S0* shsis®A that the l inea r eosaeetious of 
spae© ca& fee d@t@rffii!3®i by siaply t rans i t ive groups* 
After the appearaae© of this pap©r Oartaa a&$ 
Sehonteii a indie cl the gp&mtij of the group-spam 
m ?i©w of th© fa©t that the parameter groins sf 
a group are siaply traositi?© and reciprocal* and 
h@»e& the a&tfao^s of I is#uhar t muld b@ applied t© 
d#fia© tie aeysmtriG miHiestioss and a s y a i s t r i s 
©as f#r the grQUp~spae@*Sis@iihart dsfiaes fiaotions 
i 4 
I*, by »afig e f th# €os»0&#nts a* ©f » trusters of 
a siaply t ransi t ive gromp CL in a spae® f Sn the 
foil* via g ffianstr ? 
(a,i,j>*= i>- •• >^) 
43* 
ihieh transfer© u»«l®r a aon-s iagi la r transformation 
of osori iaat ts l ike the s u f f i c i e n t s of asysmstriG 
mnm^tian* Hi© curvature tea so r of ib© l i aea r 
G©aae eiioa, thus determined* i s ident ical ly sires 
By asMsg as# of ikm& resu l t s o£ Mismh&ri I 
ha ?9 o b t a i n s a generalization, © f a khmr®m sf 
Bian^hif Tfig,f * fey elfflply t r a n s i t ! w group in a 
^ari&blss i s the grotip of motions ( *»oplet@ or 
p a r t i a l ) of an inf in i ty of l i toesa si^aees ? * for 
the Jfesasibian patn~£ig&©»s ia Qimptsr ¥1X1 #n 
• Siapiy t rans i t ive grsmps as groups of eGlli»#«,ti0»s 
ia Pa,th~epa©es9 J©ar*0si8. tfeii?ersity ¥ol.X» 1§42** 
44* 
C i A P T I B I . 
Qeaaerali 2©i Path- gp.aeaa an & Ms too ite o f g& gambi» 
(1)* In his asffl&ir *Farall«lisffi an<t Path"spae»ft« 
Mattw Zeitsekrif t , M*3^(t$33)* pp,S0S-618a fesastoi 
lias sham that aa i a t r i s s i© different ial g§©agtrj 
ea» fe@ ass#<tiat©4 i l t l i as arbi t rary systQB @f s#goai 
s r i s r d i f ferent ia l t^imtieas ®f tb« fore; 
3fae s©lati#a ©mrt»s ©f ( I ) ar« r ega rdd as •pa'iis* 
&f a-dimtasi&iial spat® C^) mi g&saess tli# pr0perty 
that #«# ^ 4 #nly ©a® ssek mmm i s d»i0r»itt#4 fey 
a p&int and a dire©ti&»# #r tm fe ints* mttiia sew 
sufficiently restrict®*! a - ^ i ^ a s w a a l r©gls« *f 
Hi© spas©» 
{%)* fm wa&& a&smaftisas ®ar« seeded t§ i®t@l©p 
tli« i a i x in s l e diff&r©»tiai ^ © » t r j ef the s^ane* 
Hies# ar#j 
1* t t e tensgr invariant© i l i l fsaadaffltotal 
©qaatitas iaslaving CD «»<i©r the irg&si^Fffi&tiwi 
__° —^  — 
S« tfa@ #xist©&@^ © f a ¥««t©rial «jp#r«.t»r D* 
to© derivaift Da -$mm irawdsiiittg i s t© d©t©y«i&e tiie 
paral lel displae&fflifitt of i£* a lmg a path* i s require 
df tibis parallelism* th© follomng postulates 5 
4§» 
( i ) Lijaearity in th© d©ri¥at@ 
( i t ) th© v»eta rial l&w#£ trassforimtioa 
5 5'* Fy'W 
i ters f^^f m& F^p<\\f° 
Ciii) at* t@-parallel is» for ttt© paths 
Expanding, Ihe s@«ai of tfe#se i t follows that 
fh® fusatfaBal #q«ati#a is an ideatity in o and u» 
an$ ess fee s#l?## % inspe^ti^s mill His folio vlsg 
resml is s 
so t&at 
£ is a t»si»r m ifest 
46* 
8 in©© th© f^ii8hi»g of th© *5©riF&t© of x gives 
ill© paths* tii#2©£0r@ 
Q& thai 
(3>* the esAasieti of Mi© ?#©tor<$ s t i l l ^ ? # ^ a 
we to r i a l ©psratsr* ©a© thmt ©an ®s iafia©©* by 
a»aL©gy witli ©rdiaary ^6?aiia»t ctiffar©otiati©» f©r 
^ ? a r l a a t T»ot»rs» aid h©»©© f©r {p»©ral teasers 
The ©ftrater^J) » eall#d tb© Bi~4©-ri<rat@* i s 
distribati¥© i?fa&r©as tha or ig inal ©a© is a©t* 
(4)* Tbe ©©t©na,»a.ti©» ©£ the i a t r i n s i e di ff©r©a t i a l 
i a variants ©£ tit© spas© r©f»ir©s the «J©t©riMliia.ti©ii 
©f th© mm&B^tmn /K n©r© ©losely* fa this ©ud* ie 
deaaad ttoat the ©qaati©as ©£ i?ariaii©& of it) e© 
r©da©ibl© to ss siapl© f&rm as p#©sibl©* IMs i s 
jus t i f i ed ia a© wish as th©s© ©quatiossi «&&& gi¥© 
th© @8©4©si© d©^iati©» are ©ar only »a»© ©f 
©xploririg th© spa©© ia tfa© ©©ig^ iooitFij©©©4 ©f any 
gi?©» patto» Hi© ©q«ati©as ©f variation ©f (1) 
47* 
caft fe» p»t in ifa# form 
B»th of iti@s# ar# s«ea to &© tensors, 1fi6 f i r s t 
i s m mw&tim% «£ the o&a»©£ti§»* the secoai a» 
i&^ariaai t f tfe& space* #r a» in t r ins ic iawarimt* 
faking » 
i» haia ©tar it@#ir«d eiiq&leet furs 
i the mix^i teaser p . <i©ritsp®iid3 to the Si^caus-
Chrieteffel te»s#r i s this s@b#m&* 
(S)* Qi* fofciassmial. t@as©rial ©p@rati$»s f^r the 
g&tfat*sga©e aret 
fe f ia i #s alternating &p©» a ire ©tor m 
By altsriiati»gy$ mi fy m get a differential 
operator playing tha rol® of e© variant differentiator 
#i#r# 
By alternating the fundamental teasorial operators 
m gpt ih& foliating l i s t ©f %he fundamental 
totriasie invariants @f the ap&§® i 
Eie etiiw iRfariants ©as be expressed in ten® 
©f th@s® ltndaa»atal iair&riafits* far ezarapl« i?@ hate 
Hetrt&.lfor fee patfc*gpac98.« 
(6}» A ©©trie for ®«r path-spas©^ defined fey till 
integral curves ef 
(I) x + Set,*,*)**0 
49* 
m i l fe# tatea I© be the i&t©@rasd of &otm mriatioftal 
priaeipl#* th© # x t ^ a a l s being th@ ®qnati©ns of 
Paths ( I ) , 
I t lias hmm sh&m by f^fUBairis * fraas^A&latti* 
Soe.* i s l . 33* p*346 and Ball *t» . lath* Soe* 19 2P»pp» S?i-38§* 
that a n^eessmry and smffiaitttt esaditi&» for ih© 
#x£st@Re# ©f su#t a prind.pl© i s th© 0@lf~sdj0ia.ey 
#f the #qaaii0»s of variation ©f {l)*f ig . * 
ihi&h ar& obtained i t a i §»« mti@s 4h# patba iat© 
aegrfey paths by maims of th© trans f#rnati ©us 
Mlt®wiM£ th© iagraaglan pr©esdar© of fisdiag th& 
adjoint systets by finding s a t the ia t sgra t ing 
f&et©r &i the #qmti©»s (II}» w© ©btai» that the 
©q«ati©ns 
^ y « - p.«;, 
are th# mdjoittt systems of th® #qaatioas of ta i ia t ioa 
§f th# paths* 
Bseaase tx ia s@»tr&?aria»t f&stor ihereas f, i s 
eo variant* i t fo l low tha t th© self-ad Jo in ey 
©?id©atly esutsys th® i»a»ittg ®f the ppseess #f 
50* 
•agflafliatiaa ia #ar patfr'apaetft*. 
la Ms paper " Systems of Biffereotial equatieiis 
^f tk8 s#sgn<l order* ^^*t*J&«r*iaths,0xford*6# 
(1955) pp*i~l£® SSSSBM tat§ sfeewi that any pla«siM# 
foraiilati&a ©f smeh a law for ra i s ing and lowering 
i n d i e s iaemtably la ads t© slapl© O9Rditicj»0 Mr 
Ihe ©xi&te&ist #f a s»trie# I# ©Mains a s e t $1 
i©c@ssary aatd saf f ia«&t s&niiti^ns for the #xis tenet 
»f a S3©tri0 f©r t t e patii*spaa©s 
nbert tti# ftaieiioa f ia tak«a to be the imtegpm.& 
>f any r@gEilar pr©bl#a of tine @al©il»s of variati#as 
sfeos© extr@iaals ar© i© fined by tfee ©qaations (1 )* 
a i A P f s H i i . 
Mflforwtiai Invariants »di ...tte ..ttw«nr .of. Ffaff fs. feim 
<7). I oonsidftr* now* C&rtan's method #f generating 
the differential ia^arigBts of the gts«raii2©cl patlt-
spaees* f# e&asii©r tb* space of 2n+ 1 iissnsicais 
ia (x*&t}» ife#r® t ia ooaai&Fea to to an absolute 
tims-lik© paraa®t#r. 
OJL* 
£.Cartan esasicters the pfaffiansj 
CO (d)^Ji^-pC.J^ > 
the l a s t of te#s« $@ fining th© connection of the 
spac©* 
By making use of the equations of § trustor© 
of t3a@ spac® 
t • / 
m g i t a l l th© differential invariants of our 
patii-spaees» 
» find tti&t 
If is© take 
Sll=-[e'<s)d*-e<*W] 
52* 
S#Cartas makes this restriction oi» the funeti#as 
in order to get syraetrie dhristeffel nynbols* 
Hi©B «© g i t 
0' = feV)^- e%0<^ ] («U-*£) 
+ ^jc^Ja)^^)^))^ t 
«fa®r@ 
. J n/. . fit - ^ J . . Cl A- J., j i. •+• _ 
c -
4; - > u \ - *;* - Ki * **+ ^  * y + h ^ -y» y« 
£• Cartas 3»ak®s tk« eoffieieats of the f i r s t 
t ie terms vanish ia srdtr t© determine tfe# 
Intr insic m&mG%iQ& of th# spae©« 
i i 
Th« ©ther <»®f£ieieiits A, fflii A^* tfa©a» feeooine 
tb@ alx®4 tease re 




Thus is© see that ©tea by the »tfa©ds of l»8arta» 
is© obtain the s a » basis s@t ©f t©Bsors» ?iz*» 
C H A P f 1 B III* 
of E#lati ?i iy« 
(8)* I s his paper * Path-eqaatiens a<toitti»g 
th© Lar&atg giowp* Jomr*I»o»<I*iatiuS0€* 15, If40 
pp* 86-91* K&saabi Mae timm tha t tarietis th@©ries 
of r e l a t i v i t y , iac la i iEg that &f Hil&e» oa» i # 
obtained fro® a siagl© imifi#<i point of m«wife 
r@|gardiag the imiirers© aad i t s w r l d - l i a e s sftfiaed 
by a gsneral stcstid #r<ter patfe-spase of four 
difflsa&ious 
Sw^TE"*1 
and by stadyi»g tfe©§« paths direetly «itfe reiferaioe 
to th© Loreat^ iproup, tJa@ sia^litud© group aid 
tlae t ranslat ion grsap, 
ffe# r#cpir8ffl®iQt #f inyaria»e© o»d©r th$ 
s t a t i o n group stiose @©a©raters ar© g^tes by 
aad nh©&© f i r s t extension, said th« ©xtsasioft 
r#latiy© t© iM® paths, ar© rep reseated by th® 
©p®rat© rs 
leads to to® |pa®ral fans of the equations of 
Lsrenti-iit variant paths % 
^&®m H and J ar# arbi t rary f^notiens, and 19X*% 
are the absolute invariants ©f the grsup vi ta 
resp@@t to tli® f i r s t extension* 
Istariaas® wader Lorsatg gj»up plas siaLli&tdbs 
gl¥©s tfae folio mug form of the equations 
58, 
ihieh correspond ta Ml»e f s ©xps&ding aaiwrs®# 
If on© goti&id®rs the ia variance oadter th« 
t&rgfitz group a»d t rans la t ions , on® g§ts 
Considering th# ismrieiie© a»d#r a l l the 
three groups, «e obtain 
x+ ox r 0* © being sonatas t* 
as tli© eqaatissa of the tr&j®ot©ries# Tbia eat© 
corresponds to linst@in*& - 0alil#g» spaes of 
§p«oial theory of re l&t i i i ty wk©a e ; § » 
fties© corresponding fonss of th@ equations 
faa^i. then, be©» d@rif@d by Issanifei for the ®@m 
tey mhioh 'to© parameter ©a th# paths is tho tint© 
©©ordinate, ia order to insLmdd iBiid struetuitt 
dodaeiblo froa three iii8©Jisio»al observations 
only* Tto@se eqaatioas* hamfig boon thys dodaeed 
fmm tliree diwusioaal observations* take tfait 
fonssj 
{1) * +\ ?/*(x* £-) +* Zf(*>h)~0, Invariant tatdor 
th# rotation groap* 
nhar© <*=•-?- , la variant «&d©r th@ 
x / 
Lo rents gre«p aad 
th© sisalitud® 
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I. This note discusses the existence of a metric for the most general path-
spaces admitting only the Lorentz group of the special theory of relativity. 
I shall use the notation of Kosambi1 throughout this note with the 
exception that X, Y, Z are used in place of the corresponding curly (Gothic) 
letters in his paper. 
The equations, under discussion, have already been given by Kosambi1 
in the following form :— 
* - p* H (X, Y, Z) -f x* J (X, Y, Z) = 0, (1) 
where H, J are arbitrary. 
By a metric for the space defined by (1), we shall mean the integrand 
/ ( X , Y, Z) of any regular problem of the calculus of variations whose extre-
mals are defined by the equations (1). For the existence of such a metric, 
a set of necessary and sufficient conditions ^re .derived from the condition 
that the equations of variation of (1) jbe self-adjoint.2 
These conditions are : 
(a) J!i!rPr,-f;r;/Prt=0, 
(b) 3>f;i;f=0, (2) 
(c) I . £ / ; / 1 * 0 . where 
2) is the Kosambian derivate, P';- is his mixed curvature tensor of the 
path-space and semicolon denotes differentiation with respect to x. 
* J express my thanks to Prof. D. D. Kosambi for his kind guidance and helpful suggestions 
throughout the course of this investigation. 
1
 D. D. Kosambi, " Path-equations admitting the Lorentz group," Loud. Math. Soc., 1940, 
15, 86-91. 
2
 D. D. Kosambi, Quarterly Jour. Maths., 1935, 6, 1-12 (See also the paper of D. R. Davis 
referred to therein). 
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The mixed tensor P';- for the space defined by (1) takes the following 
form : 
i*- = AS/ + ml kf + Cx*Pj + DxfP* + Epipf ; (3) 
where, 
A s ZHJ2 + i X HJ3 - YJJ2 - i ZJJ3+ ZJX+ i YJ3+ H + i J2, 
B= 2 ZHJ22 + X HJ23 — JJ2 — 2 YJJ22 — ZJJ23 — H2 -f- 2ZJ12 
+ YJ23 - i J3 - ZJ2H2 + YJ2a - i XH2J3 + i ZJ2J3, 
C s HJ2 + ZHJ23 + 2 XHJ33 — YJJ23 — \ ZJJ33 — \ H3 + ZJ13 
+ i YJ33 - 2 Jx - i ZJ2H3 + i YJ2J3 - i X J3H3 + i ZJ23, 
D a - 2ZHH22- X HH88+ HJ2 + 2YJH22 + ZJH23~ 2 ZH12 
+ i H3 - YH23+ ZH 2 2 - YJ2H2 + i X H 2H 3 - \ ZJ2H3, 
E
 s - HH2 - ZHH23 - \ XHH33 + \ HJ3 + YJH23 + J ZJH33 
- ZH13 - \ YH33 + 2 Hx + i ZHaH8 - i YH2J3 + i X H23 
4: ZJ3H3— 2 J H 3 . 
Here the suffixes 1, 2, 3 denote differentiation with respect to X, Y, Z 
respectively. 
We have, accordingly 
f; i; / = 2 &//2 + 4 *,• Xjfst + Pi Pffss + 2 (*, p;- + xf pt) /23 (4) 
The condition (2, a) for the given values of />/ (3) and f.
 i;;- (4) leads to a 
linear partial differential equation of the second order for the function/ : 
2 ( C - D) / a + 4 (CY+ EZ) / 2 2 + 2 (CZ+ E X - B Y - DZ)/33 
- ( B Z + D X ) / 3 3 = 0 (5,fl) 
The condition (2, b) gives the following set of equations: 
- J/a + 2 Z/12 + 2 (HZ - YJ)/22 + (Y + XH - ZJ) /23 = 0, (5, b) 
2 H3 /2 + (4 H + 2 ZH3 - 2 YJ2) /23 + (XH3 - J - ZJ3) /33 + 2Z/331 
+ 2 (ZH - YJ) /233 + (Y + XH - ZJ) /333 = 0 , (5, c) 
- J2f2 + (2 ZH2 - 2YJ2 - 3J) /22 + (1 + XH2 - ZJ2) /23 + 2 Z/221 
+ (Y + XH - ZJ) /223 + 2 (ZH - YJ)/222 = 0, (6, a) 
(2H2- J3)/2+ (4 H + 2 Z H 3 - 2 YJ3)/22 + ( - 4 J + 2 ZH2 - 2 YJ2 
+ XH3 — ZJ3) /23 
+ (1 + XH2 - ZJ2) /gg + 4 Z/188 + (2 Y + 2 XH - 2 ZJ) /233 
+ 4 ( Z H - Y J ) / s a 8 = 0 (6,6) 
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Out of these five equations (5, a, b, c), 6 {a, b) we shall select those 
which are independent and of the lowest possible order. By ordinary 
calculation we find that (6, a) is obtained by differentiating (5, b) with respect 
to Y and, therefore, can be ignored. Again, differentiating (5, b) with respect 
to Z and subtracting twice of the differential equation from (6, b) we get a 
new equation of the second order : 
(2 H2-p J 3 ) / 8 - 4 / 2 1 - 2 (ZH8— YJ3)/22 + ( - XH3 + ZJ3 + 
Z, X.JT12 ** *• J 2/ J2.Z 
+ (1 + X H 2 - Z J 2 ) / 2 3 = 0 (5,d) 
So the system of partial differential equations for the unknown function 
/ are (5, a b, c, d). 
As an aid to integration we find two more differential equations got 
directly from Euler's equation : 
&*-**-» (7) 
- J/2 + 2 Z/ i a + 2 (HZ - YJ)/22 + (Y + XH - ZJ)/23 = 0, (7, a) 
- 2 / x + 2 H / a + 2 Z / 1 3 + 2 ( Z H - YJ) / M + ( F + X H - ZJ)/3 3 = 0(7, b) 
Equation (7, a) is the same as the equation (5, b) and (5, c) follows from 
(7, b) by differentiating it with respect to Z. But nothing is gained by taking 
(7, b) in place of any of the others because it is known that our set (5, a-d) 
would be necessary and sufficient for the existence of a metric. This seems 
a contradiction at first, which is easily explained by the well-known fact that 
one integrand of a variational problem can only be determined to an additive 
perfect differential. The solution of (7, b) can differ atmost by such an 
additional term from the set (5). 
We know that our system of equations (5) admit a solution, for if we 
take / = A (X) Z + B (X) ail the equations are satisfied. But this is a 
trivial case which does not satisfy the condition (2, c). In order to get the 
most general non-trivial solution we must, in general, restrict the arbitrary 
functions H, J. Although our system is not of the linear first order partial 
differential equation type, we can nevertheless discuss the necessary conditions 
for the existence of a non-trivial metric by reduction to a linear first order 
system. 
We can eliminate /3 3 from equations (5, a) and (5, d). This gives a new 
equation ". 
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{2 (C - D) (1 + XH2 - ZJ2) + (BZ + DX) (2 Ha + J3)} 
/ 2 - 4 ( B Z + D X ) / 2 1 
+ {4 (CY + EZ) (1 + XH2 - ZJ2) - 2 (ZH3 - YJ3) (BZ + DX)}/22 
+ {2 (CZ+ E X - B Y - DZ) (1 + X H 2 - ZJ2) 
+ (BZ + DX) (ZJ3 + 2 ZH2 - XH3 - 2 YJ,)} fK 
= 0 (8) 
Now the equations (5, b) and (8) can be considered linear equations of 
the first order in f2 = <f> (say). Writing these equations in the following 
forms : 
y
 1<?J = a^> + ft^ + yl(f>2 + 8^3 = 0, (5, b) 
V2^ s a2^ + ft^2 + 72^ 2 + S2^3 = 0, (8) 
We calculate the Poissorfs bjrackets3 and get one more equation 
Vs<£ E ( V 1 V 2 - V2V1W 3 a3<£ + ft<£i + y3<£2 + §3^ 3 = 0 . (9) 
If a3, ps, S3, ys all vanish, the system Vi^ = Vtft> = Ois integrable ; 
if ft = 73 = 83 = 0, a3 =# 0, only trivial solution exists. In the general case 
we repeat the process once more and get, 
Vr f s ( V l V s - V 3 V l ) ^ a a4 + iMl + 74^2 +§4^»3 = 0 , (10) 
V5<£ = ( V 2 V 3 ~ V 3 V 2 ) ^ =a5<£ + ^ 1 + 7 o ^ 2 + S ^ 3 = 0 . (11) 
































The process is not to be continued further because it is known that if 
(12) be satisfied, all further operators will be linearly dependent on y l 5 
V2» Vs-
Conditions (12) are justified, because we could not with fa non-trivial 
solution get as many as four linearly independent operators v«^ = 0 of the 
present type. 
T. Levi-Civita, The Absolute Differential Cakulas, Ch. III. 
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If the' equations (iSMdre satisfied, we can always integrate—in theory, 
though the actualsigjlpfss in practice need not be simple—for/2> a n d 
have determined / , ' but** for an additive arbitrary function of (X, Z). The 
additive function can be determined to within a perfect differential by 
substitution in the> second order equation (5, c). It would have been 
pleasant to find the general existence conditions and solution explicitly, 
out this can be done only by transferring the equations to a less cumbersome 
set, hence is postponed for some future note. 
It is to be noticed that there are just two Euler equations, and four in 
the system (5, a-d); yet each set is supposed to lead to the metric. The fact 
is that the equations (5, b) is common to both. Of the remaining three in 
the set (5), (5, c) and (5, d) can be eliminated from Euler equations as 
follows : 
Differentiating (7, b) with respect to Z we get (5, c). Again differentiating 
(7, a) with respect to Z and (7, b) with respect to Y and subtracting the results 
so obtained we get equation (5, d). So, there only remains only one extra 
equation in (5), namely, (5, a) which cannot be deduced from the Euler equa-
tions. This is to be explained by well-known theoretical considerations.2 
Because equations (2) determine f.
 i;,-, f is undetermined in the great case 
only to within an additive term of type A (X) Z + B (X). This accounts 
for the difference in the two sets of equations. The best procedure would be 
to find an integral, if one exists, of our set v « ^ = 0 , and substitute in the 
Euler equations to determine the additional terms. 
II. There does not exist, in general, a non-trivial solution for the most 
general set of H, J. If the space admits a metric, such that any non-trivial 
function ifi (/) is also a metric, the conditions (2) reduce to the following 
form :4 
5 ) / = 0, \fH= 0, along with \j. i; ,-| =t 0, (13) 
where | represents covariant differentiation in Kosambian sense. 
Because the invariant metric (in Kosambi's terminology) / does not 
contain the parameter t, the above condition reduce to 
*f; r= 0 J / / . = 0, * = V ~ ~ ~ " " - - - - ~ ~ - - _ — (13, a, b) 
where er = ar — \ ay;i x,i5 
4
 D. D. Kosambi, "Modern differential geometries," Ind. Jour. Phy*., 1932. 
5
 y " Parallelism and Path-Spaces," Math. Zeitschrift, 1933, 37. 
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The two conditions lead to the following system of differential equations 
fo r / : 
V i / ^ 2fx+ (ZHS - YJ3)A + (i XH3 - i J - \ ZJ8) / , = 0 (14, a) 
y 2 / ^ (2ZH2 - J - 2YJ2)/2 + (1 + XH2 - ZJ2) / , = 0 (14, b) 
Vs / s ( - 2 ZH + YJ + 2 YZH2 + Z2H3 - 2 Y2J2 - YZJ3) /a 
+ ( - XH + XYH2 + J XZH3 - YZJ2 - J Z2J3 + \ ZJ) / , = 0 (14, c) 
From this set of equations we infer that the following conditions must 
be satisfied for the existence of a metric : 
(i) the second order determinant formed out of the coefficients of 
f2 and/3 in (14, b), (14, c) must be zero, i.e., 
- XJH + (2 Z2 - 2 XY) HJ2 + 2YZH2 - 2Y2J2 + (2 XY - Z2) JH2 
- YZJJ2 - 2ZH + YJ + Z2H3 - YZJ3 + (Z3 - XYZ) (J3H2 - J2H3) (15) 
+ i XZJH3 + i Z J 2 - \ Z2JJ3 = 0. 
This condition being satisfied, we proceed to find out a second condition 
.for the existence of a metric. 
From the compatibility conditions of (13) we know that 
Pff;i=W 
Now, Pff;, s (2A*,- + 2 BYx,- + 2 CYp,- + 2 DZ%; + 2 E Zp;-)/a (16) 
+ (Ap;- + BZ^ + CZ/>,- + DX*; + EXp;-)/3 = 0. 
From (16), equating the coefficients of x?-,p^we get two equations: 
(2A + 2 BY + 3 DZ)/2 + (BZ + DX)/8 = 0 (16, a) 
(2 CY + 2 EZ) ft+ (A+ CZ+ EX) / , = 0, (16, b) 
A, B, C, D, E as in formula (3). 
The second condition that a metric should exist is that of the four equa-
tions, namely (14, b, c) and (16, a, b) each pair must be dependent. 
If we take the paths as those with the most general Lorentz invariant 
symmetric affme connection, we have : 
xx CI X . u£-i x <£* £*£-* f 4 I-J\ 
a, b, c are functions of X only. In this case the condition (15) is satis-
fied. For the second condition we form the determinant out of the coeffi-
cients of equations (14, b), (16, a), and get after taking the common factor. 
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c ac





or, X (j^- - .-4-) =a+b-\l + a 1 + c) (18, a) 
The vanishing of the other determinants formed by taking any other 
pair gives the same result. 
The equation (14, c) is identically satisfied for the values (17) specified to 
If a, b, c are constant (18, a) gives a + b == c the condition for the 
existence of a metric. * 
Although it is learnt that (2, a, b) are always satisfied when 3>f =fli ,•= 0, 
it is not without interest to derive the set (5) from (14, a-c) in the following 
manner. 
(1) Multiply (14, a) by Z, (14, b) by Y, add them. We get the 
equation 
2 Z/i + 2 ( Z H - YJ) / a + (XH+ Y - ZJ) f3 = 0' (19) 
Differentiating (19) with respect to Y and substracting from the 
result (14, b) we get (5, b). 
(2) Multiply (14, a) by 2 and differentiating with respect to Y and sub-
tracting the result from the differentiated result of (14, b) with respect to Z 
we get (5, d). 
(3) Differentiate (19) with respect to Z and subtract from the result 
twice of (14, a) we get (7, b) which differentiated with respect to Z 
gives (5, c). 
The equation (5, a) cannot easily be deduced from (14) in the above 
manner. But if we proceed in a way parallel to the theory we can deduce it 
from the invariant form of equations (13). 
' I am obliged to Prof. D. D. Kosambi for communicatiug to me these conditions (18, a). 
He had obtained them by a direct method, but has not yet seen fit to publish his results. His 
general condition for non-degeneracy (a + 1) (c + 1) 4= 0 has not been obtained here. 
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We know that if S)f = 0,/x ,-= 0, then 
Therefore differentiating (16) with respect to xr we get, 
{2 Ag„-+ 2x, (2 Atxr + A3pr) + 2 BYgr; + 4 Bxf xr 
+ 2 Yxf (2 B2xr + B3pr) + 4 CPj xr+2 Ypf (2 C2xr + C3 pr) 
+ 2D prXf+2 DZgff + 2 Zxf (2 Djc, + Dapr) 
+ 2 EprPf + 2 Zp;{2 E2 xr + B3pr)}f2 + 
+ (2 AX}- + 2 BYxf + 2 CYpf + 2 ZDx,- + 2 ZEp/) 
+ {pf(2 A2xr + A3pr) + BZgr/+ Bpr Xf -f Z'x (2 B2xr+ B3pr) 
+ Cpr pf + Zpf (2 C2 xr + C3 /v) + DXgr/ + Xxf (2 D8*, + D3pr) (20) 
+ Xp7- (2 E2 * r + E^p,) )/3 
+ (A/>;- + BZ*; + CZp, + DX*;- + EXp,) 
(2fZ3Xr + f33Pr)=0 
Again, —-. (Pr' f •) can be found by interchanging / and r in equation 
1>X! 
(20) 
= {xfPr - xrPi) {(2 (D - C) / 2 - 4 (CY + EZ)/22 
+ (2BY + 2 DZ - 2CZ - 2EX)/23 
•+ (BZ + DX)/33} 
+ (x,-Pr - xrP/) {(2A3+ 2YB3- 2 C - 4YQ+ 2ZD3+ 4ZE2)/2 
+ ( - 2 A2+ B + Z B 3 - 2ZC2 + XD3 
- 2 X E g ) / - 3 r 
i.e., 0 = the left-hand side of equation (5, a) + 3 R/,./- ,• 
But, R,V /,- »= 05 which follows from/w= 0, 
Thus (5, a) is deduced from (13). 
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I. IT was shown by Kosambi that the classical theories of relativity could 
be generalized by direct application of the Lorentz group to the trajectories. 
This gave rise to four-dimensional path-spaces, K4 
* - / ~ G ( 0 + 2k' | y (X, 0 = 0 / (1) 
(i = 0, 1, 2, 3; y arbitrary), 
where Kosambi's notations are used:f 
g00 = - #11 = - #22 = — #33 = 1, #,/ = 0 i=t= j , 
P'=X>, Pj=g;rPr, ~&=g1jPiPf, Y=gi?X*x'\ 
Z2 
Z = Sij x p , f = ^Y ' 
It has also been shown by the same author in the form of a theorem that: 
The most general path equations derivable from three-dimensional observa-
tions and admitting the Lorentz group are : 
xi- y Y G (X, | ^ ) + x'Zy (X, | - 2 ) =-0\ (2) 
The purpose of this note is to discuss the conditions under which the 
most general Riemannian space, admitting the Lorentz •group, can be an 
Einstein space when (i) the invariant R of the corresponding Ricci tensor 
survives, (ii) the invariant R vanishes. ~~" 
In what follows we shall consider an n-dimensional Riemannian space 
because it has bepn pointed out by Kosambi3 that if we extend our treat-
ment to more than four-dimensions, with the corresgoflding-ex-tepd^d-Lorentz 
grom^jthe results are valid also for ^-dimensional space. ~" - - — -
* It is a great pleasure to me to thank Prof. D. D. Kosambi for his kind suggestion and criti-
cism during the course of this investigation. I have made free use of his unpublished manuscript 
entitled : ' Path-equations admitting the Lorentz group I I ' . 
t Besides these notations I use the universal notations as given in Eisenhart's "Riemannian 
geometry". 
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II. The most general Riemannian metric, admitting the Lorentz group, 
has the form 
f-«l+&L -(?£$+ MPi\i-xi• (3) 
•
/ —
 X X 2 ~ \ X X 2 / ' ^ } 
a, jS are functions of X, 
subject to the following conditions of non-degeneracy: 
: - a!ij+i) *
 03 (4) ?*2 4- PP'Pr 
X "*" X2 
If we put 
-4r*- 1 = A, 2a'f ~ f ' = B, ° ' - 1= C, (5) 
a + p a (a + pj a v 
where dij,s/z indicates differentiation with respect to log X, the geodesies of 
(3) are given by 
x< - / ( ^ + ^ r ) + 2CV | = 0s (6) 
It is obvious that equations (6) are the particular cases of equations 
(1) and (2). 
Taking
 g..= ^ + ^ 
to be the fundamental metric tensor, we get the following invariants (the bar, 
put above, indicates that these invariants are derived from gj;- as the funda-
mental tensor). 
— U S • • 
+
 c ^ 2 tfPigft ~ PlPkgji), (7, a) 
%iM = ^£* (gi/g;-i-giig;d+'a^s {PiPlgjk-PiPkgjl) 
, ( y - a ) U , 
+ —^yXs- yPiPigik-PiPkgn 
<§ 
+ ^ X 3 (gfitPfPi - SaPiP*)> (7> b) 
R,>- i.>-{("- 1) Vy+ Q} J^z+p.Pi(S^r- (8. *) 
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R = : ( H - l ) ( 7 7 U y + 2 Q ) ^ , 











U = a ' 2 - a y 
Q = 2 a"a y — a a'y' — 2 a'2 y + a y2 
S = — 2 a"a y + a a'y' + a a'2 — a2y -)- a'2y 
The vanishing of the conformal curvature tensor (11) gives us: 
THEOREM I : The Riemannian spaces, admitting the Lorentz group, can 
be mapped conformally on an S„ for n > 4. 






Let such a transformation be given by 
5?' = <£ (X) x* 
Then, Y = <£2 Y + 4 Z 2 (<f> </>' + f 2X). 
In order that (13) be satisfied it is necessary and sufficient that 
4 ( # ' + f 2 X ) _ )8 
^ ~ a X ' 
The equation (16), being of standard form, can be integrated. 
III. An «-dimensional Einstein space is one for which 
s..= Ii... 
^i;
 n Si/ 
Substituting the values of R,y and R, (17) becomes 
*»>' (2 ~ n) S^ + PiPi (" ~ 2) o|p = °-
The necessary and' sufficient condition that the metric (3) should satisfy 
equations (17) is that 
Q = 0. (19) 
(17) 
(18) 
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Whence, W # / = 0 . (20) 
The vanishing of the projective curvature tensor indicates also the isotropy 
of the space.4 
This gives us: 
THEOREM I I : Einstein spaces, admitting the Lorentz group, are pro-
jectively flat and hence isotropic. 
In classical Riemannian geometry it has been shown by Schouten and 
Struik5 that ' an Einstein space, if conformal to a flat space, is isotropic'. 
But in the present case, under discussion, an Einstein space, admitting the 
Lorentz group, is isotropic as well as conformal to a flat space. Therefore 
Theorem II is a consequence of Theorem I, hence the result of Schouten 
Struik. 
Because the isotropic spaces of positive curvature are of class one6, we 
shall find the condition such that Einstein spaces, admitting the Lorentz 
group, can be of positive curvature. 
For Q = 0, the curvature tensor (7,6) takes the following form: 
%,kl = - ^ ( ?»*? ; / - gtl~g?k)- (21) 
Putting (19) in the following form 
U
' -
U (V+£H' (22> 
it follows on its integration that 
-5- = constant =Ar2 (say). (23) 
In order that the Einstein space, admitting the Lorentz group, be of 
constant positive curvature. 
- £ > o ] 
"
 r
 \ (24) 
or, ay-a ' 2 > 0 J 
Because of the physical interest, as will be shown in Sec. IV, we have a 
result for the most interesting case n = 4. 
It is possible to represent a natural gravitational field in flat spaces of 
five dimensions, if and only if ay> a'2. 
If we take 
S s ( f l - l ) ^ f («Uy + 2Q) =0, (25) 
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equations (17) become 
gt/ {(n - 1) Uy + Q} ^ + ( - ^ | ? p,p,= 0. (26) 
Now, the necessary and sufficient conditionthat the metric (3) should satisfy 
equations (17) is that 
(0Q = o, ) 
(ii){n-l)Vy+Q=Q. j 
The equations (25, 27) are compatible and the common solution is_ given by 
U = < x ' 2 - a y = 0 , * (28) 
which^egBtmbnt of a condition due to Kosambi.3 
Equation (28)TmKes R^-^r t ) , for in (7, a) Q and S can be put in the 
form of U and its derivative with respect to log X. Therefore We have 
THEOREM III: Einstein spaces, admitting the Lorentz group, are flat, 
if and only if R=0. 
Further integration of (28) is not possible unless we assign definite values 
to y. 
IV. The results, obtained in the previous sections, hold good also for 
n = 4. Therefore, in the following pages we shall consider their physical 
aspects. 
A fundamental need in Milne's theory of the expanding universe is that 
x ' = c x ' b e a solution of equations (6), which leads to the condition that 
A + B = 2 C + 1 2 ) 
(29) 
i.e., y = constant =f= 0. J 
Now, the equations (23, 28) can be integrated; their solutions being res-
pectively 
where m, k2 are constants of integration and y = 4 b2. 
a = ( f l +MogX) 2 , (31) 
where a is constant of integration and y = 4 b2. 
So far our investigation was limited to pure geometrical considerations 
without any application of the Einstein-field equations. 
R*/- i R&; = — 8 Tj-Ty, (32) 
when matter is present in the space. Equations (32) reduce to K, ;= 0 when 
he space is empty and this case, which corresponds to Schwarzscheld's 
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classical treatment, has been discussed in Sec. III. It is to be noted that 
the Schwaizscheld values of g,y for empty space do not make the space 
flat, except at a very great distance from the centre of mass, but in the 
present case the vanishing of R# along with R =0 gives a flat space (Theorem 
III). 
Substituting the values of R,y, R into (32) we get the field-equations as 
follows: 
gij ( — 4 a"ay + a'2y + 2aa'y' + ay2) ^~2 
+
 W ' a^ ( 2 a" a y ~ a a ' y ' ~~ 2 a '2 y + ar2) = - 8 w %•• (33) 
But 
where, M = 
^Ikikj-M — pgif 
J JL2 , 2 a ( y - a ) Z / X ( y - a ) 2 ^ 2 ) | X 2 + x 5 V Y + X3Y J 
—• + ( y - «) Y2 
(34) 
(35) 
X X  
.-. p = V-5 ( - 4 a"a y + 2 a a'y' + a'2 y + a y2) 
1 
47ra3yXY 
(2 a"ay — aa'y' — 2a'2 y + ay2), 
for ft'/V — XfXj Y (36) 
If c = 0 , / ; = ; — 2 ~ ( a r — a ' 2 ) 
i 7r a ^ y v 
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C H A P T E R VI. 
(Reprinted from the "Journal of the Os mania University 
'Science Faculty' ,Vol . I , 1942). 
EQUATIONS OF KILLING FOR LORENTZ-
INVARIANT RIEMANN SPACES 
BY 
Mohammad Shabbar 
Research Scholar, M. U. Aligarh 
(From the Department of Mathematics, Osmania University) 
Here I attempt to investigate the solutions of the equations of Killing for the Riemannian 
spaces admitting the Lorentz-group, L6, and study the properties of the groups of motions 
associated with the various such spaces as arise in the course of our investigation. 
The metric of a Riemann space admitting the Lorentz-group has the form1 
F=[^)ai;+*Wp1p/yx> (1) 
where, 
a,,= 0, i=£j, p'=x\ j- (2) 
X = av py, pr=a,rp\ Y = atJ x' x!. j 
But these spaces being conformal to a flat space, the metric tensor can always be put in the 
canonical form2 
_ a (X) ,--. 
Si; ~~^ v &i/ • v-v 
The equations of Killing, ulx1 + un, = 0, for (3) are of the form 
a 
X {an u[t + air u'J + 2 a




Equations (4) are resolved into the following equations for different values of i, j 
(i, / = 1, 2, 3, 4) : 
u\ = u% = wfs = u% = urpr ^ f 1 J ; I 
1 _ 2 • 1 - 3 • 1 _ 4 • 2 _ _ 3 \ ( 5 ) 
,2 ,1 5 ,3 ,1 ? ,4 ,1 ' »3 ,2 5 
«?* = -uy, u%= -Mf3. j 
The most general analytic solution of equations (5) may be taken in the form 
tl = aik (X) JC V + K\ (X) xh + K (X) (6) 
because the parameters corresponding to the higher degree terms vanish identically. 
1 
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' Substituting these values in (5) we get 
^ ( l - £ ) (A X xx + B X x2 + C X x3 + D X xt+gX+Px1- /*2x2- h3xs- Wx*) 
= 2 (Ax1 + Bx2 + Cx3 + Dx4) + g, 
with the following relations : 
j q = K ? = a; Kl=Kl=b; K* = - K l = c ; K*=K*=t f ; 
K42 = - K * = e ; KJ = - K * = / ; K\= K»= K»= K* = g ; 
^ 1 1 = = ^ 1 2 = "is = ^ 1 4 = = ^ 2 2 = ^ 3 3 = = ^ 4 4 = = A . ', 
(7) 
7 I /j2 /TT3 
-*12 " 2 2 w 2 
a1 = a? • 
" 1 3 " 2 3 
z3 -
*33 
- « 4 4 = B ; 
" l l = = ^ 2 2 = ^ 4 4 = = * ^ > 
(8) 
«14 = «24 = «34 = Ot* = « ! ! = - «22 = ~ «33 = D -
The remaining components of a{u are zero in virtue of the equations of Killing. 
The six parameters (a, b, , f) of (8) are absent in equation (7) and this is expected 
because these are precisely the six parameters of the Lorentz-group, L6, which all our spaces admit. 
Our object is to find the values of a (X) from equation (7) such that the space admits, if possible, 
groups with one, two, three, and four more parameters besides L6. For we know from classical 
results3 that there are at most 10 parameters for any four-dimensional Riemann space, and this 
maximum number only in case of isotropic spaces. 
There are only two restrictions on a which we can deduce from equation (7), taken as identi-
ties in x1, x2, x3 and x4, in order to determine the solutions of the equations of Killing involving 
more than six parameters. 
(1) A=B=C=D=0 ;#=**=#»= A*=0, 
and therefore 
1 • = 1 . 
Then, a = const. = K (say). 
KY Thus the space with metric - ^ - (Milne's Kinematic Case) admits two distinct groups with 
a total of 7 parameters G7 : (L6 + S^,4 
and 
w = gx, 
which gives the similitude group, S^ 
(2) The only other possibility is given by the following equations : 
g=0, 1 
f(AX+h1)=2AX, 
/ ( B X - A 2 ) = 2 B X , 
/ ( C X - / z 3 ) = 2 C X , 
a n d / ( D X - /*4)= 2 DX, where/ = 1 - £ • 
I- (9) 
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All eight parameters (A, B, C, D, h\ h2, h3, h4) cannot be distinct for there are at most 4 
more parameters in addition to those of L6. Therefore, three possibilities arise : 
(a) A = B = C = D = 0 
Then / = l - - = 0 
J
 a 
.-. a = CX, (inasmuch as a = da/d log X). 
The flat space CY (Einstein's Galilean space of special relativity) admits group of motions 
with 10 parameters G10 : (L S +T 4 ) . These additional parameters h' yield the translation 
group T4. 





i.e., the only other flat space of our type -^ admits group of motions with 10 parameter, G'10: 
(L6+ I4), though the I4 defined by A, B, C, D is not a translation group in the co-ordinate chosen. 
The four vector generators of I4 are given by 
(A) :—«•= [2x 1 2 -X , 2xxx\ 2x1x\ 2x1x4], 
(B) :—w' = [2X1*2, X + 2x2\ 2x2x3, 2JC2JC4], 
(C) :—w'= [2xxx\ 2x2x3, X + 2x3% 2*8*1], and 
(D) :—w« = [2X1*4, 2x2xi, 2x3xi, X+ 2x*2}. 
(c) More generally the four equations (9) reduce to a single one 




If we put q=-£, then (10-2) becomes 
a = = ( K ^ T X ? ' ( 1 0 ' 3 ) 
which gives the metric of the isotropic space with its curvature K0. 
The four vector generators u1, which are not generators of a 4-parameter group, are given by 
(A') : — w ' = [ 2 x 1 J - X - ^ ° , 2x1x\ 2x1x\ 2x1x*\ 
(B') :—w* = hxW, X+ 2x*+ ~°, 2x2x3, 2x2xi)~\, 
(CO :—wz = \2xxx\ 2x2x3, X + 2x32+ ^ , 2x 3 x 4 l 
(D') : - ^ = [2x1x4, 2x2x4, 2x3x*, X + 2x 4 2 +~°] • 
and 
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Thus we get the well-known result, viz., 
The isotropic spaces admit the groups of motions with 10 parameters, G^ = [L6 + I<]; 
here I± is not a 4-parameters group. 
There exists one more solution of the equation 
a ' 2 - a 2 - K 0 a 3 = 0 < 2 ' 
aY 
which determines the isotropy of the space ^ . This further solution is given by 
16 CX
 ( 1 0 / 4 ) 
( K 0 X - 4 ) 2 
But this can be obtained from (10-3) by the transformation of co-ordinates given by 
5' = ^ , 10-5) 
which is also the transformation connecting the two flat spaces.5 
We sum up the results as follows : 
(i) a unrestricted admits L6 of which, as already known6, there are two invariant sub-groups. 
(ii) a = const, admits G7 = L6 + Si of which L6 is an invariant sub-group. 
(iii) a = X admits G1 0= L 6 + T4 of which T4 is Abelian and the only invariant sub-group. 
(iv) a = y admits Gj'0= L 6 + I4 of which I4 is Abelian and the only invariant sub-group. 
(iii) and (iv), moreover, are -not two distinct cases, but the same, the co-ordinates being 
different. 
(v) a='rir TvT2 admits G i ^ L ^ + I ^ , but the vectors constituting ![ are not 
generators of a group themselves. This G^ is seen to be simple because the four infinitesimal 
transformations constituting I, do not form a group but when alternated generate Ls, thus G^ 
has the same structure as the projective group of the hypersurface of the second degree.6 
I express my thanks to Prof. D. D. Kosambi for his kind suggestions and guidance. 
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ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE 
LORENTZ-INVARIANT SPACES ACCORDING 
TO THE GROUPS THEY ADMIT 
BY 
Mohammad Shabbar 
Research Scholar, M. U. Aligarh 
{From the Department of Mathematics, Osmania University) 
The purpose of the present work is the classification of the most general path-spaces with a 
symmetric affine connection admitting the Lorentz-group, L6, according to the possible groups 
of affine collineations and local applicabilities which they admit. It has been shown in this note 
that the path-spaces, under discussion, fall into two main classes—(a) one for which the space 
admits a metric and (b) the other for which it does not admit any metric. 
The structures of the groups arising in the course of our investigation have also been dis-
cussed here. 
The methods and notations in the present paper are the same as those used in my previous 
paper.1 
/ . Groups of Collineations : 
The most general path-spaces with a symmetric affine connection admitting the Lorentz-
group have already been put by Kosambi2 in the form 
x> - p* { A (X) \ + B (X) g } + 2xl C (X) | = 0. (1) 
But for the sake of simplicity of calculations we shall reduce the equations (1) to the cano-
nical form 
x - P1 P (X) ^ + lie Q (X) | = 0 , (2) 
X X 







Hereafter we shall drop the bars put above the equations (2). 
That such a transformation is possible, can be shown by actually finding the value of ^ in 
terms of the given functions A, B, C in equations (1). 
1 
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We get the following relations between (A, B, C), (P, Q) and 4> •' 
P ^ - 2 f = A0£+2f ) , 
QGA+2f)+2<A'=C& 
and - 4 f + 4 f + 4 P f - 4 Q f - 4 P ^ - 8 Q C = B (./,+ 2 </.')- 4 C f. 
Eliminating P, Q from (3) we get 
r\ rA , 2f 
(3) 
- 4 f + 4 f + 4 ( y + ^ ) ( A + ^ A~+Tl) + 8 ^ = B ( < / , + 2 f ) 
from which 
where 
(2w+l) 2 = 
(4> 
i/<= L exp. ( / ud log X), 
4 exp. [ - / ( A + B + l ) </IogX] 
K-4/{(A+l) exp. [~f(A+B+l)dlogX]}dlogX 
Here K and L are constants of integration. 
Eliminating <ft and its derivatives from (3) we have : 
P + Q + P Q = A + C + A C 
a n d P 2 + 2 P - 2 P ' = A 2 + 2 A - 2 A ' + B + A B . 
Also 
_F Q^ 
P + l Q + 
C 




which shows that the condition for the existence of a metric2 in our new system of co-ordinates is 
P' O' 
— X _ — P— O 
P + l Q + l V" 
The equations 
U1" !,-,*+if B k = 0 , (J, a) 
whose solutions determine the groups of affine collineations,3 take the following form for our path-
equations (2) : 
1 
P P 2 
+ X a*P* U-"~X U* a'"~ X2 ^ '"~ P^ *p*p*a'* 
+ x * (Q' - Q) M* P* W P* +8* Pi)+xuh (S': fl« + 8* f l")=°-
(7,*) 
The most general analytic solution of equations (7, Z>) may be taken in the form 
u
{
 = W (X) + a) (X) x;' + b% ( X ) x V + (8) 
Substituting (8) in (7, Z>) we determine the values of the surviving coefficients h\ a), b)k, etc., 
for the various spaces which are classified below, and observe that there is no need going 
beyond the second degree terms in (8). For all the coefficients in higher degree terms are identi-
cally zero except in the case of the most general flat spaces (i) P + Q + PQ = 0, 
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generate continuous groups of transformations in a space of n dimensions when, and only 
when, the complete set of solutions be finite in number. 
If if = X, fj,\ , etc., are the solutions of (10), we call A' ^ - , // ^ , etc., the 
generators of the local applicabilities. Furthermore, we establish a theorem analogous to that 
given by Eisenhart3 in connection with the groups of collineations : 
If X — , / / ^-y, etc., are the generators of local applicabilities, so also are the alternants 
Differentiating the equations (10) covariantly w.r.t.x7', substituting /*' and A' for it, contracting 
the resulting equations with Xk and / / separately and subtracting the equations contracted with 
/ / from the equations contracted with Xk we have, by making use of the Ricci-identities, the equa-
tions 
[A, ^ f BJB, r + [A, ^ , B'fM + [A, jut]'; k B*rI + [A, ,*]•;, Bj* - [A, /*]«, B;B = 0 (11) 
which shows that the alternants are also the solutions of the equations SB/W = 0. 
Suppose that a given space admits r independent solutions of the equations (10). Then, if 
r be finite, we have 
( D a , D j S ) / = Q p D y / 
where Daf = u}a) ^ and C ^ are constants. 
Hence as a consequence of the fundamental theorem of the theory of continuous groups we 
have : 
When, and only when, equations (10) admit r independent solutions, r being finite, the space 
admits an r-parameter continuous group of local applicabilities. 
Following the similar procedure as in Sec. I we get the same classification of the path-spaces 
as regards the groups of local applicabilities as those investigated in Sec. I with the only following 
exceptions : 
(i) Every flat space is always applicable to itself for all values of u1.—We may say that the 
flat space admits every finite continuous group of applicabilities ; the totality of these finite groups, 
along with their commutators, given rise to G ^ which is not a group in the sense of Lie. 
(ii) The metric spaces for which 
P + Q + PQ = 2Q + Q 2 - 2Q '= 2P + P 2 - 2P '= const. 
admit p1 <f> (X) as the vector generators of a one-parameter group, <f> being arbitrary function of X. 
Therefore, the totality of the <£'s form a group which might be called M^. This M ^ is not a 
group in the sense of Lie. 
We shall now investigate the possible Lie sub-groups (of finite order) of M ^ by taking a set 
of constants of structure, and solving the equations arising therefrom, that is, by taking 
S*T 
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(ii) 2P' — P2— 2P= 0, (P =i= 0, Q =t 0). The solutions for such flat spaces involve the terms of 
the third degree, but can also be determined by transforming the solutions obtained for the flat 
space, (P = Q = 0), by a suitable transformation of co-ordinates which can be determined from 
equations (3, 4). Hence we omit the third degree terms even for the determination of the solutions 
for the most general flat spaces mentioned above. 
Classification: 
(i) Einstein's " Galilean " space of the special theory of relativity admits 20 independent 
solutions corresponding to 20 parameters and are given by 
«•' = [gx1 + ax2 + bx3 + ex* + h', {a + E) x1 + (g + A) x* + dxs + ex* + h\ 
(b + F) x1 - (d+ G) x2 + (g + /*) A-3+/x4 + h\ 
(c+ H) x1- (e+ I) x2- (f + J) x 3 + (g+ v) x*+ h% (9) 
These solutions generate a group Gw = L6 (corresponding to the parameters a, b, c, d, e, f) 
+ T4 (h1) + rw (E, F, G, H, I, J, g, A, /x, v) of which T4 (translation) is its only invariant sub-
group. We see that rw is an extra group which does not occur in the group of motions for this 
special space. Considering r10 to be the direct product of A9 (E, F, G, H, I, J, A, p., v) and 
Si (g) we see that A9 is a maximum invariant sub-group of T10. Besides this A9 there are three 
more maximum invariant sub-groups of r10, namely those wherein g is substituted in A9 for 
each A, fi, v. 
The other flat spaces, besides the one discussed above, also admit G20 of collineations whose 
vector generators are given by transforming (9) by the proper transformation of co-ordinates. 
The structure and properties of the groups G20 remain invariant under the transformation of 
co-ordinates. 
(ii) The space for which P = const. = A, Q = const. = //. admits G7 = L6 + Sx of collinea-
tions of which L6 and the similitude group Sx are both invariant sub-groups. The generator of 
Sx is given by x1 —- The metric space follows when A = /x. In the particular case, when 
A=/x.= — 1, the space admits G 8 = L 6 + Sx+ Rx of collineations of which G 7 = L 6 + Sx is the 
only maximum invariant sub-group. The generator of Ra is given by log X x' —. 
(iii) The isotropic metric space whose scalar curvature is not zero admits a simple group 
G10 of collineations, as already discussed1 in connection with the groups of motions. 
(iv) The space for which P + Q + PQ = const. = A, 2P' - P2 - 2P = const. = p, (P and 
Q =t= — 1) admits G 7 = L 6 + Nx of collineations. The generator of Nx is given by (P + 1) 
x
1
 —• In particular case, when /* = 0, we get projectively flat space ; A = 0 in addition giving 
the ordinary flat space. 
77. Groups of local applicabilities: 
We shall now show that the solutions of the equations 
S BJ„ - ur B*utr+ifl} B;M + ur% Bjr, + y ( , B]kr- u\, B'm = 0 (10) 
A U Q ^ R H . 
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we shall calculate the Poisson brackets and see whether two, three or more (if possible) of 
its repeated alternations form a closed set. ' The differential equations obtained at the last stage 
of closure must be compatible for the groups of finite order. The compatibility conditions set 
up a relation between the constants of structure, which when solved determine the possible sub-
groups of finite order. These, and only these, sub-groups will be called Lie-groups of local appli-
cabilities for our spaces. 
Sub-groups of order 2 — M2 : 
The following symbols generate the M2's of M ^ : 
• * l o g X x » ' A . - Q s = 2 , Q , = 0 
D
' = * ' ' 2 ^ D - = = < , 
W*'^.^q 2 =o , Q2=2/ (/ being arbitrary). 
Sub-groups of order 3 — M3 : 
The following symbols generate the M3's of M r a : 
* l o g X y ^ , D 3 = ( l o g X ) ^ A 
(/ being arbitrary). 
The basis of these M3's can be chosen so as to have the following structure 
(D1} D a ) / = D x / (Dx, D 3 ) / = 2D 2 / , (D2, D 3 ) / = D 3 / 
so that these M3's of local applicabilities are isomorphic to the projective group on the line, 
studied by Bianchi.4 
I express my thanks to Prof. D. D. Kosambi for his kind suggestions and helpful dis-
cussions during the preparation of this paper. 
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Xath* miUdtazitt Bd* £7* f#33. pj>.6O0-6±8* 
S i*F» liseafeari: *Oaatiaaoms mmm® of t russ formations* 
(&• 238*76)? ^ 
f l l H S T H E S I S 
OB tim ^&mtry ©f tb@ spaces of Kieaafiii 
e&astrusted by mprestating h|p©rquadrics 
aM prists*. 
82* 
I I Y B 0 D U 6 T I 0 V * 
In ill© mlvLmu 1,1? md L? of *BalletiG i§ l a 
Soelatd fflatiieaatiqa® de Wrmm (1926-2?)* Prsf. 
B*0arta» kas i@t©rffiin@d lbs s y m e t r i e r#al spaees 
of Hitsana - tiis l inear el©»nig of tbes« ^g&cas 
being posit ive in f in i te - by tb© ffistfasd of 
ra^tang&lar r®y0rg a&feile* fli&s© spaces ar© 
ebaraeteri get! %y t i » pr#f>#rty that th# ri#®a»eiaB 
emrmtare of any fas t ibais<j®f©r is soas©rw4 fey 
th© paral le l transport* talyti sally* tbis property 
i s @xpr@s§©i by the faet tbai tfe© t@»sor dsiijgttiva 
©f t t e Bi©ffla»»«*<5ir£st@ffel "teaser ©f tbes© spaces 
i s ident ical ly mm% 
fiijkh/l s ° 
1* Oartaa ©alls th@ia tbe spaces 5 * *R» ©paee 
2 is sailed redacible i f i t s l inea r elaaaat ds in 
©f tb© fers 
4s z <ty -+ ds2 
2 2 
ds( and ds2 being tb« l inea r eleiwiis of a, and o a~ 
n(+ s2 s s ~* independent variables-
2 i 
Tb© spates of M&mam ©f nMc& dn, and % ara 
th» l i a e a r @1 ©mints b@lo»g t© tb© glass of tfa& 
8<2* 
sp&c@s<§taid©r soasicleratioiu Heno® the <iet#yfiti»atioa 
of th« spaces £ rectaoes to the 4©teriii»a,tiQ& of 
t t e i rreducible spaoes5 » 
la seotion I of th is w r i * I propose to expose* 
in brief* the isthods of 2* Garten for the 
deteiaiaatioii of the real i r redaeible spaces of 
RieiaaRB & Aose l inear elefsemts are posit ive 
definite* 
l„Qartaa hm shorn, that ©mt of the various 
classes the f i r s t cOLaes - glass A, I - of tkeae 
i r rea^eiole spaces i s obtaiB«4 by representing* 
by a point in a spaee s f I ; | a f a+1) ~1 
dimensions* a defini te positif© e r neg&ti?e 
qtaadratie forms T«o forms # t id i differ only by a 
fas ter are represented by the saa& point er f in 
other nords* the hyperasairios ia I are represented 
as ^oae t r i© points i a S„» 
"Siese spa»@ mast admit a real projeotiire 
greap of diaplaeeneatt S defined by the follommg 
table; 
{*)* 






I prep&s®* in sscti&n II uf this mrk* to 
indicate t§ th® subject sf th i s class ©f 
( i)# a g^§a»tribal in tarpr#ta t iaa of the i r ds# 
(2)* a 4#te«Bisa,ti©ft #f ttoeir t© ta l ly gwdssie 
s»rfa@©s* 
s i a f i o i u 
1* Frcra tfa» definition ©f ih® §pae@s 6 i t i s 
#fid©at tliat th© |petmp of hol<moiale« that i s t© 
say the g^sap ©f s t a t i o n s nfeisb Mi© teeters 
is suing fro® a point 4 u s^e r^ «h#n thus© ire^tsrs 
ar@ transported toy p a r a l l e l i s a along aay arMtr&r| 
oyei©# ossservos tk© rieisafiiiiaii curvature of l&# 
sgse® a t A and esaseqw&tly l©a?es the for® af 
Riemarm 
ia variant* Ihis for® defines a&alytieally th» 
riesggiaian ear waters ©f tii@ spaes* 
as* 
ffee f i r s t method of determifiatioa of the spaces^ 
i s based en tli© in?©stigation ©f a l l the ortheigsfial 
groups sMeh are susceptible of being to© groups 
«* heleaegie of a space $ , that is to say ihieh 
leaire the f o r a o f Rietuaan isvar iant . This method 
res t s ©» the properties ef the real orthopnea, 
groups. 
Ifereeverj as ise shal l see* these s pases ad»it 
a t rans i t ive grcmp {£*} of displacements smda feat 
the ®ab-©^»pt lemming a gives point . A i a variant* 
i s the group ef bolontt«ig« Therefe r®» the seep&d 
laethod of deteraiiiiatiea s i l l i n s i s t of finding 
a l l the possible etraotmres of the groups of 
displacements and trying to deduce frost each of 
the® the corresponding group of holeaeaie* tb» 
determination of the irreducible spaee<| * by 
this method, requires a knowledge of the resul ts 
of a memoir • Les greupes reels simple, f inis # t 
Gestiaas* in ifeieh lUOartan has investigated 
a l l the real single s t ructures which correspond 
te the same type of complex structures* 
/ 
* teales de L*Icol© iorm sup* tea© 31, 1914, 
86. 
Statement of the vmblmm in tho f ie ld of the 
theory "of mvto** 
Z* Let as mttaeh to a pmrtiottlsr point A o £ a 
re&L spae© of Bi#^aii a reetsmgaliur revere <f } 
oeasist iag of a uni t orthogonal vectors, la the 
fa&oioul© IX of •MeWrial des 3e*Math* 1* Carton 
has shorn tha t the ri&mmmim ottrmture of the 
spaee a t the point k i s aRaiytioally defined by 
the form of Biesiaaa 
(1) R = 2 Kij>Kfc Kj"hclL • 
iher© the quanti t ies p . . ax® the coaponeats of a 
bisector fowied of any t ie Victors (x. } and (y. ) 
issuing fie® A each tha t 
fh© rieaasniaB curvature in the direetioa pla»© 
defined by the vectors (x*) mi { y . ) is given by 
«here the denoMinator i s the ae&sure of the 
oorrespoadiag bit©star* 
3* Tra&spertiag by parallel ism the vests rs 
issuing from the poiat k along a cycle m fi&d a 
o 
rotation mhieh thene footers undergo after tho 
displaeeaeat; tho lotatione asseeiated with 
different eyeles is§«iag frost AQ generate a group 
87, 
iliioh Is ealled the gproap of holoneasi® of the §f&ee« 
la shal l call T the gs»«p of holoneaie and d#»et@ 
i t s order by-r* Hie ¥aii&blos ifaioh are transformed 
by Tar© the ooaponents <x.) of an arbi t rary f#etor* 
J * 
At the point A0 i?o shall consider not only the 
repere ( f 0 ) hut a l l those i?hieh are dedssed ten 
i t by a rotation of the groap of holonoaie f $ 
Attaeh to a point A the reper®3 (T) nMoh a ^ 
fe^aeed from (TQ5 by the par«dlol transport e# {¥ ) 
along m arbi t rary path joining A and A* the 
O 
repere& (f) dspead on r p&rajaeters. Use a l l the 
roseres (f) a t A are dodmeed fro® eaoh ether % 
the rotat ions of the grosp of MiSMSS* 
the forwlae of s t ructure of the spaoo &r* 
# 
given by 
ihere <^>,,....•> co^ are l inea r mth respect to the 
di f ferent ia ls of a coordinates «hioh give the 
reetangalar eoordinates of the point A mth respeet 
to the repere (f) attached a t m in f in i te ly n#ar 
point Ai and o&ij s-«^c"are l inear mth respeot 
to the different ials of n coordinates said r 
parameters of the reveres* 
* Bfeasrial des Sclath*?as*IX# 
88. 
4* f@ shall BOW determine th© form of Ri©aiaii» B 
from the knowledge of tk# gr©»p ef boloooigifg. p* 
Let the group T b® generated by tfa© r in4@p#n<l©R£ 
i s f i s i t#s imal trans fo waatioas 
tsher© ie haw 
(Xc(i i = - # # ) «-
13ie components ^<j &m be #xpr©s§©i by tfa© form 
to(j' **%dj,ij 9j> , (4) - , 
for tfa# iafinitesija&L rotat ion mates pa r t of tfae 
group of faoloaoal©; 6,,- - • > 0y ar© son® suitable 
fonas of Pfaff* 
The a + r f o n s 
co[}. - ' ^ / v ; &r - " ,Qi 
are l inear ly independent* By fmbstitutiag the 
Taluas of o^tV in ths equations of structure m g&t 
From the #*patioB# of struot»i4 if S*Lie 
m find / 
(5) 
89* 
thamf&m$ the mmR& s e t of the ©qtiatioas of 
$tr«©t»r© of the spas© S te© assies 
(6) Z^c, | fl'-J ^ r^M } —J* f?;.>l, I"V«Hl 
f J l f (*r) t*) J 
Hi©©© equations can be r#gar<l@d as the l inear 
aquations in to l l i ng r mteioias* 
Tfaer© ©xist ©videjttly r of thas© equations ihich 
are li»®arly independent. W# haTO»tfa©r©for©, a 
re la t ion of tli© fora 
(V) ' (KA) 
#i©r© fc^^ - - fc^K ar@ ooastaatsu 
1© ofetaia, therefore* 
i^/^f Wfv^ l 
% associating to the in fin it© si fflal t rass formations 
0. f the forms 
w@ se© that the p a r t i s d@ri?atii?8S of B are 
expr@as©4 l i aea r ty by ssaaas of th© r f o r s s ^ * 
AeoorolagLy the for® of M#oana i s a quadrat!® for© 
90. 
mth respsst to the r $®rm ( associated ts the- r 
infinitesimal transformations of the ^"0up of 





3Ste ferns co-aadO^ »n©w# satisfy the fell© mag 
rel atieas j 
(7) 
5. ie sha l l , so i l efetaia sen® relat ions ^iieh the 
constants # , £ , yi^ suet satisfy ia order 
that 
( i ) the fens ©f Riesaafm J>* ^/8 4 S/3 b® in valiant 
hy the gre&g of helenensie f . Shis gives 
the fel laying omditions 
{85 Z (
c<ifAff + c4rfA>fh° far1--'''*) 
( i i ) the form of Bis-aanii Mist sat isfy the 
idea t i t l e s of Bieei* Ssr tha t m get 
W 
91* 
6* 10% m suppose that we h&w a system of 
mmtmU <Vj > fy/, hyfy* sa t is fying the 
relat ions (5 ) , (8) and (9)* * shal l p » w that 
ther® #xis ts a space of Bieaann^ admitting T for 
the group ©f holonoiale. *»<* s f o r t h € f o r K 6 f 
Bieiaana; aexeowr th is space possesses the property 
that i t s earmtare is coaseriFed b j the para l le l 
traasport* 
there ex is t s a group utaie sons tan ts of structure 
es te r ia the equations of structure (?) of tf» 
space, th© brackets of the infinitesimal transforma-
t i o n X*f sad X* f ef th is group are ^?e» bjr 
(10) 
I t oan he shon*t eas i ly that the iden t i t i es of 
Jaaobl are sa t i s f i ed in t i r t a e of *ae relations 
gi?en by (§)*<©) sad (9)« 
I t i s* therefore* possible to find a+- r 
expressions of Pfaff ^ » erf of a + r indepeaaea* 
variables sa t i s fy iag the equations of s t raotere (7), 
Ooosider a equations of Pf&ff 
a ) , ; o ) i * : ^ ! 0 ^ 
they are eo^ l# to ly iategrable because «>***• e l l 
mm i a t i r t a e of the eeoation* (7)* &et 
V*' 
y&* 
be a system of independent in tegra ls ©f tii®s# 
tquations and &t ^ y , , . ?V be a system of 
<r£ii@3? iadepaade&t foaetions # i id i ar« alsg independent 
$f «£• If i@ t&te© «., and fy m th© independent 
variables, ^&®o%b®mm l inea r i s in. * + .»*»du aid 
th« q»adrati$ form 
( i i ) ^ ^ - - - - ^ > Z ^ ^ J 
<sm b@ regarded as the i s of a spae® of Rieawm* 
By making ase of the f i r s t equations of straetutr© 
of the spaee 
sad denoting by d tk# differentiation with ze%p*et 
to one of the variables u4 said by ^ tii© diffsyea-
t i a t i#Bi i th respect to any oae of th© variables 
we fifid tha t g . . i s independent of ^ . 
fbe ipa§e Eiema&a nbos© ds is ^-?#» by (11) 
i s referred to a reetsagalar revere as Ml© de^eadiiig 
an r parameters >J # Hie tenser of ti@ffiaRiP« (Sarin toff el 
i s given by 
wfeeii©© 
93* 
We are gjiag to deiasns i ra te that r ie the ©roup 
of holonoBiie of toe space and the riemsimiaa 
omrtat&re i s eojaser?ed by the paral le l transport . 
Hie infinitesimal transformations of the grftop 
of holoiiamie ihieh are associated mth m elementary 
oyole are giyen by 
fherefore, these trans formations beloag to the 
group T » 'fe prove further that they gsaerat© m 
i s variant smb»gro«p of P by establ ishing the following 
equations by the help of the equations (8) ani (5) 
(Ww)f-Z(a.&Vii>l-a.«ikVi,t) 
Lastly in order to prove that the riemapiiitfjt 
otirv&tere i s conserved by the para l le l transport, 
w ooasider tio reperes (f) mi (T) attached to ,the 
in f in i te ly near points (A) and (A) r e spec t ive ly 
Hie form of MemaiHi has the saste eoeffieients 
%1 ish» a * these tise points* referred to these %» 
T&mm®* l e t (f4) be the revere of origia k ob^^Bei 
1
 -the. 
by transporting by paral lel ism tfegfc reaere (T) fro® A 
to A* We obtain (T) fro® (T,.) by the rotation of 
eempoaents *>•» that i s to say by a rs ta t ien of the 
j 
group of faolo&oiae fz th i s group leaves the feral of 
94. 
Biemana invariant . ftartfor©, toe eseffielaats of 
th# for® R are the sao® referred to e i ther (T) or 
(\)i accordingly th@ transport by paral lel ism 
esns@r¥©s the oarraiur©. 
fb# aatfaod based en the ^roap of holoiioisi®.* 
* 
?* Prof. ! • C&rtaa has shorn thai 
w
 the aoo@ss&ry and saff ioient condition in order 
that a spas© & b® irrsdaeifel© i s that i t s group 
sf bftioBoale doois »ot l e a w any nu l t i p l i e i t y r t a l 
plane in variant* * 
I© shall show* sow, how n© can determine the 
r#al orthogonal groins f which ds Rot loaf© any 
asaltiplioity real plan© invariant . 
L©t «s investigate ih#th©r th® group f sm loa?o 
a s o l t i p l i e i t y i nagp-iiary plaa© P ia?ar ia»t ; i f so 
i t m i l also !«&¥© tho conjugate imaginary plan© PQ 
invariants I . Carta& has proved that * the only 
sml t ip l ie i ty imaginary planes #iieh can be invariants 
by th# group f are the totallY .iao.tia.pg ®altiplioiti®s 
of a /2 d i » a s i o a s . *£he grotip f eaja*th«a* bs considered 
as a group of real parameter and a /2 complex 
variables which l#avei a Hermitias posi t ive iftfinit© 
form invariant** 
* Ball, So e*Math* de* France to mo 54,1936. 
95* 
8* i s obtain so as informations abomt the stmotar© 
of th© real ortho^paal gromps by putt ing the bases 
of the i r iii£ifiit#sis&al traosf© na t i ons «s<Jer a 
norsal torn* L@t «s t&k© r©al r© s t a n d i ar coordinates 
X|* lay orthogonal infinitesimal trails forffiatita. 
i s d#fia©d by a system of ©looters E| • s " a j i * ^ 
skail say that th# square of the aeasare of this 
systets of bivectors i s the SoaLar sqttar© of the 
iaf iBit#siaal transformation* » d # shall e r i t e 
W) ** 
Sioalarly th® Soalar grodmst of th© tio trans for-
mations Uf# ff oorrespoudiag to the system o f 
bi vectors a4 4 utsd b . . i s § » a by the relation 
*J * j 
ft# r»al orthogpaal group f®£ order r m i l hate a 
aoraal has© i f th© r infinitesimal transformations 
0 , » . » . » , 0 haw the i r Scalar squares equal to 
-1 r 
o i i ty and i f the Scalar product ©f any tio ofr them 
is gero* I t i s almys possible to reduetT to tho 
aorsal bas^# Is can* therefor©* suppose that 
,?,</ -1 
96, 
h th©m» obtain a remarkable property of the 
constants of s t ructure of the group by using the 
equations (5) 
Let tas consider* now* th© g r o a p f ^ i ^ 1 indie&tos 
how T trans forms th© forw <* associated to the 
transformations (£-f • * hstv© 
«h©Be@» 
and ie see tha t f i s also a real orthogpnal group. 
This, in th© theory of groups * is sailed the adjoint 
group of th© given group* 
fh«r® sorrsspoads an invariant subgroup of f * 
to awty Multiplicity plan© ifeich is invariant by T* 
If tli© groap f t rmsforas a e t r t s in aaitoQr of l inear 
forms in £ * *.»*•*» ^ * fo r exai^la 
th i s »a»8 that th© hrasfeets of aay t r ans fo ra t ion 
o f r wi th th© di f f o rsa t trassf o relations 
hjlLf ***», b 0 f» 
* A. r r 
&.T0 tit© l ia#ar ooshiaatioas of th#a# l a s t trtRsforaatioas, 
97* 
thus the investigation of the invariant sub-groups 
of Traduces to tha t of the a u l t i p l i e i t y planea 
invariant by f • H * confine ourselves to these 
«hieh are real* m see that ne oan suppose /^t© be 
ohosen ia such a manner as to divide them is a 
eertaia aumber of ser ies 
<V - - • - - > £ * 
V * i > - - '&>> 
possessing the foliowing proparties* 
1* $»e variables of ©ash s-eries are transform d 
into themselves by the group f I 
2* I t i s impossible to deoasttp#se any ser ies into 
the par t ia l se r ies in eaoh of sfaicfc the variables 
are transformed i s to themselves* 
I t follow* the re fore, that the only GOBS t i n t s of 
structure o^#/ ishieh cas be different from mm 
are those for nhieh the three iadiees belong to the 
same series* la other lords, the group/" i s decomposable 
ia a eertaia number of invariant real sub-groups 
©xehangBable ano»g them fhese sub-groups do s o t 
contain amy invariant smb-groupi that i s to say 
they are staple groups* 
£,Carta» has proved that i f as orthogsnal real 
group does not ada&t any invariant real sub~group» 
i t does not adfflit any imaginary sub-group also* 
We thus arrive to a final theorem dm© to 1» Car tan. 
* lull*Soe*Math* tone 54,1926* 
98, 
*.tey orthogpaal real group is doosfflposahl© in a 
certain fiuabor of simple ia?ar i^at real suh~gp?oiips 
©xchaageaolo atsoiig thess*** 
9* In til© theory of si%l® groups, thtro exis ts a 
quadratic form playing an important role* This i s 
th© for® f {#) ihioh gl tas th® sum of the sqmar#s 
of roots of th© character is t ic equations roltftive 
to th© arbi t rary infinitesiiaal traasfo r«ati©n.» 
X ©£0|t of the group 
Beplaoiag the variables e. by tho fariahl#s ^-,w@ 
m® that th# form fC/) thus ©stained is invariant by 
th© group f
 t igtiiob is the adjoint group of T . I f f 
i s s i ^ l e # tfe® only quadrat!a forts invariant by the 
orthogonal group f is* to a 03ns tan t factor* 
2> £c we sa?@* therefore 
Z c«r<r far -° (*ffi); 2 £ = H 
the-refers .
 v 
Ih« sia^l® groups into ishieh the group f i s 
doeoffiposed possess th© property tha t th#ir for»;f(o) 
i s definite negative*. 1© say that they ar© groups 
of unitary siapl© real structures* 
10» low is® iadioato a isethod of determination of 
a l l "to® r&al orthogonal groups itiieh do not loave 
any mult ipl ici ty real plan© invar iant . 
99. 
fimy ar© di¥id©d into tm classes; 
CD* those i i i ch do ne t leave any mult ipl ic i ty 
imaginary plane invariant ; 
(2 ) . these $feich leave to ta l ly iso trope imaginary plane 
invariant* 
Bie determination of the groups of the second class 
i s very easy* f© determine al l the l inear ^o&ps (a) 
itoose parataeters are real and the variables are complex 
(b) which do not leave any mult ipl ici ty plane invariant 
( e) DMCB can be lecoisposed into simple unitary real 
smb^iproups and (d) ihieh do not acteit any an t i in gelation 
of the f i r s t feind* 
For tii© dete ruination of the group of the f i r s t 
class 10 s t a r t fr©» sis^l® aai tary groaps mhose p&raiaeters 
are real and variables are complex (a) #iieh do not 
lea?© any mult ipl ic i ty plan© invariant aid (b) nhieh 
are the i r proper ©©relatives, lash simple group has 
m index { ± 1) which indicates the kind of aatilnvQlatioja 
that the group aduit . I t i s necessary that the product 
of a l l the indices be equal to aaity* 
11* Fro® the previous considerations of the structure 
of the real orthogonal groups, 1# Oar tan has arrived 
to the following o§n d a s tone t 
The groups of holenoaiie nhieh are to be determined 
belong to three different types: 
* Jomr*Matii«toi» X« 1914*156*162. 
tea. 
{i}» Hie group T dees »©i i s a w my mult ipl ici ty 
iiaaip.fJary plan© i8¥ariantf th i s i s sis^l© groap; 
(2) . Tfee group fdo#s net leaf© a»y miltiplicity 
imaginary pla»« invariant; this i s s@m-ei^)l@ 
aad i s obtained by tho BMltiplieation of a simple 
gro«f of tfar®# parsat iors and t ip variables by 
a siiapl© group ef 2p variables l#a i i ag an 
©xterior quadratic farm and a pos i t i to definite 
Htnsitiaii form invariants? 
<3)* Ihe groupTl ta tes a to ta l ly isotrop® an l t i p l io i ty 
issagiaary plan© in wail sa t . Biis gpromp is obtained 
by th® nal t i p l i eaiioB of a s i i^ lo unitary ©reap 
and a ©romp of os© parameter 6 -^^ 77 * 
12* Here ar© sea© iiqportflftt resul ts da# is K»Gart«u 
fo any g i w i grostp of holeRoiaie tli©r© aorr#spo»ds 
a class of ili# spaces of Riafflaaa for shicfai ifao form 
of BiemaRa S is dot«r®i»@i to a constant factor mi 
prts^rires* a t any point of the spas© aad for a»y 
direction pla&o* a ooasiant sifjw 
f© oan, therefore^ call * ia eaeh elasa * soso 
irr®d&oibl# spaeos of p#sitif© emr?aitir@ and s o ^ 
irr&dueitol© spaoos of aogatii© c&r?at&ra*Tlie ^ i rmte re 
i s defined by on© par«W8t@r aIoa#* This property gi^es 
a generalization of th© spaoo of constant ri©faa»wiaB 
oartature* 
101* 
Jnether iaper taa t pi^perty i s shtaiaed by the 
eemsideratiea ®f the es» trusted mrmtnm teaser* 
The ^omp ©£ MlSfi&Mlt* leaving the fens af Bieaaiia 
iar&riafit, leaves al^s the 03 a t r a c e d for® 
intar iant* 
low the greitp T* a o t lea¥i»g any w i l t i p l i e i t y 
real plan© i a m r l ^ t t , ea» leaf© ©aly a J*@al quadratic 
fens iut&riaat* Aaeerctiaijiy the esatr&eted form i§ 
prspertienal to the fi»t4affle»tal fern 
I t resul ts fru» this that the irreducible spaoes & 
are spai^s of constant eiirfstore sf the seeo-nd kind 
/ 0 
Bettimiag to the expressions of %3^-j^* we fiad tha t 
a * 
ZA.Cfy*)1 *C , 
the Oofistattt 0 i s posi t ive for the spaces of 
positive etirtatere* m& negative fer the spasms 
of eegstive «ar?atttre» 
fe shall9 new, 4eiB0tistrate that T i s the greatest 
con t i a r a s group ©f rotat ions possessing the 
property that i t l ea tes the fern of Bienana imtariaiit* 
Stappese there exis ts m infinitesin&t xstatiea ¥f 
«hi«h is s o t a part of Cmd ihich leates the fern 
102. 
$f Rieatana R invariant* As R i s a asii*4©@ea@rat© 
qaa i ra t i s f s ra of the fonss ^ as r o t a t e d to the 
infiaite&iisat trans fsroatioaa of F * i t i s tiegasaary 
that the traaasf^rEation ff makes £ to is ider^ a 
lins&r s»hsti tet i#a£ th is asans that the (group Tie 
i a m r i a n t fey the traasfo zvat£e& of ff* Sis teas-
f#na t ions ff aid 0, f for® an orthogpnal real g i s ^ 
mi 8,®mr&imgly we aee that 
(fiw ) ~ 0 
the »•* &*$?• uhi«h is real mi s r t te ipaa i* 
admits a ©s#~par&a»t©r i a m r i a a i smh~gr©ap» This i s 
p#ssibl« es ly i f i t I t a i i i a Multiplicity isagiBary 
plan© iaYariaat* bat then t i» groap isa ld already 
adai t a oBe'-garsaeter i n m r l a s t sab-gronp* m i a 
j*#at »rto®»aal fprsup, «hi«fc da«s &ot lea ie a»y 
s a l t i p l i s i t y r#al plaae invariant* e§»»#t adnit 
mf ©as-parsia&tsy ia variant sab-group* 2w» «* 
a r r i » a t a ©oattaiieii&ti* 
lfefefet,.faia#^ an tha..ja5mp...of Asi&aca«iti..M» 
S3* f i r s t of a l l n® shall $mm tha t the spa«e 
mh&se l inea r # i # » a t is f^w» by 







Mr fiteraoast ra t ing the thmr@m m s o n s i ^ r n-t- r 
i®rm of Pfaff ^ a a d 0* in a , , * * . , , u ; *>( ***.,, *yy 
and ik« equations 
Th©y farm a e©8ipl#t«ly istegrabl© system of 
t©tal differential ©quatioas* B*ue t*^  m& rtt are 
ill© xmMem faaetioas of « | and ^ . ffae es variant 
b i l iaears of %m jasmto&rs af guy ©f the ate-r@ * 
sqaations sr@ © f i t o t l y equal* This ean fe@ a&n by 
taking iato <®»si deration tb# eqaatioas tit&a&QlTds 
md i&m constants ^isfe ®at©r in Om equaUoiaf $f 
«s truster© {?)* 
Uie 4tt| bsiag l i a t a r with respeet t& (tu- #aly* 
my aolmtiso of (12) i s #?ii©ntly ©f the f©ri*^ 
a i * fi<*> 
Tfeey defia# a peimt transf« rta&tisa ©f i£m sf&ee 
into i t s e l f and by this tra»&fcrsiati©» m gs t 
Si® d$ i s , ikmrefQm* ^aser^ed aad w» gft$-f*> 
isosetr i© traBnfsm&ii«»g ©f the spao# inte iSl&elf* 
fbes® displaeeasats f©r® a gro^p (0) of lbi^ti tfee 
©qaatioas of def i n i t i o s ax# gi¥9B by (7) an4 %© 
©qustioas @f stmet&r® ar« 0LW& by (10)* 
104* 
14* L@t m p»?@ tliat tfee spaot always adafts a 
syiwetry nith r^pe&t to my of i t s p#iats* 
F®r tha t i t i s sut£fiei#at to consider th© system 
©f Pfaff; 
(13) 1 %(d^jJtd^)s9lt(ai^J^^) 
fbm #q«sti0ma (13) ar# as stplataly i»t@grajil© as 
s»i to nean fTOffl tfas equations (7 ) . f«*th&r&£#r®» 
dadme® f » » thwt a saosad family af iaoafttria 
traiafarfflatiaBS ©f tbo s^aea*0&»aid«r th© aalmtiaa 
#f this system of equations stash tha t tliara tti*r@3p#»d 
to some given ftuiHerical values of «-; and ^ 
tfea aaaa ttm®rieal ml mas «£ u.7 amd >J/ / £ » intiastrie 
traBSfornatlea da f ia t d fey this solution leawfc a 
pai&t k and a rasara (T) at tadiad t© this point 
i ava r i a i t , but the songQaaBts of a tes te r isnuiag 
fmm A ^ i ^ g e tha i r s ip ta . Tharafora, any point M 
i§ transferred 1st© tha ata©r point M s i tua ted OE 
tfea gpo&sitf AM aad ©» to© otiiar aid® of A ®«^ that 
AM * lH* 
ISiia »@ i p t a syM®try mth raapaat to a p®iat A* 
Ibis property i s a ai iaraetariat ie pssparty af ih© 
spaces ^ • l e afaall*tiai?* damans t ra ta a tiaearaffit 
• I f a spacs af Bieuaiia i s such tha t th* symmetry 
Tilth raapaet to soy af i t s points toe an i s a » t r i e 
trans fsrmatiaa* the earratuze ©f thia spaei i s 
e^asarwd by %b® pa ra l l e l transport* * 
1© n©@d th© support of a reoartabl© construction 
of paral lel transport dm© to 1,Oartan for the 
dewastraMoa of th# aoow theorem. 
For transporting fey paral lel ism a direction Smm 
k to an in f in i te ly near point A* i t i s sufficient to 
/ 
ocas t r a c t the ^ o d e s i e M » d to take the directioa 
issuing fmm A syn&©trio to the gj.?©B direction wife 
respect to th© iiaiddl© point C of AA* Let us osaeider* 
sow, aa ©l©n§iit plan© defined by tuo given directions 
a t A* lb© transport by parallel ism of th© el emu t 
plaR# from A to A will gif© th# saffls direction m 
the &ymm%ry with respect to C* Now this syisattry 
e©as@r?es th© ri#iaanaia» curvature of the spaes, 
15, Before ip iag to ©xpos© tii© second fssthod of 
determination of %h® irrodscitole spaces <$» w© sliall 
poiat out a rosarkahl® class of thoss spaces for 
#iich th© group of faoloaom© i s the adjoint g»»p of 
a s i sp l# groups the l a t t « r beiag also imitary* 
I f «e consider a sitaple aa i t a r r group for iftiichf («) 
has b@t» reduced to tht smmos squares, we haw tfa# 
following rela t ioas 
tt« adjoint group i s gsaarattd by th© t rans fo ra t ions 
aad th® form of Memm.* i f i t exists* is 
toe* 
The re la t iess {9} bees as© here 
How they ar© ?erified» By takiag i s to oo is si deration 
the relat ions (14) they ^?© analyt ical ly the 
iden t i t i e s ©f JaeoM 
fherefere* there @jrr@3p©&ds t© ea<sh type of the 
s i ^ l © aaitaxT group a class of the irredtisihle sp&ses 
of Bieaiana » 
16* We shal l shew tha t these ©f thene spatter ifeieh 
have pes i t i t e eurmtere are the repr@s#ataMT#>apsG©s 
©f the t raasfematiens of the siiaple aaitary greup 
#iieh ©errespond to then* 
fhe formal ae of the strtiGtare ef the spa^e t&fee 
the f©l lowing forffls here 
( ^'2C^l^f], 
(Y) ^ 
Oeaeider the equations of Pfaff 
they ^?© hy ©xierier derivatisa 
Ae^erdiitgLy, i f m * i / A* they are esapletely iategrahle* 
I f w© ta&e a solution of t h i s , we are alleged t© 
fix a t each peia t of the spaee a par t icular reetaagalar 
re per® (fh But we hate thea 
107. 
the forms of Pfaff «>t-then define the uni ta ry group 
under considerat ion, These are the components of the 
in f in i tes imal transformations "£ + „M TJ" of the 
group, where £ denote the parameters. The space of 
Riemann i s , then, the represen ta t ive space of the 
group of t ransformations. 
I t i s also to be remarked t h a t i f the space has 
negative curvature, th i s s o r t of i n t e rp re t a t i on i s 
not possible* 
17. The function fie), g iving the square of the 
roots- of the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c equation r e l a t i v e to an 
a r b i t r a r y in f in i t es imal t rans formation JF"^ X^fof the 
i 
group, has the form 
In his thes i s l .Car tan has given a theorem which 
i s also t rue for the f o r m ^ ( e ) . The theorem for the 
form ^ ( e ) i s enunciated as follows I 
* The necessary and s u f f i c i e n t condition in order 
t ha t a group be simple o r semi-simple i s t ha t the 
form ^ ( e ) has i t s discr iminant d i f ferent from zero.* 
fe shal l ,now, make the ca lcula t ion for the group 
(G-) of displacements whose s t ruc tu re i s given by (10) 
Denoting an a r b i t r a r y transformation of the group by 
we write 
- i9M) = Z % e;e- *i£Gi<*% +ZQ,* %% • 
1GS* 
Bj si%l@ «alomlaM©A we g e t 
Gi* « 0, 
('J) ^ 
fakiag into ^usi iera i iua the telatioas 
f>* f
 x 
m4 suf'psisg tb* fpre«f r 4@mw^mmi late i t s simple 
8e>"9%iipe dbi& are y#iut€©4 to ttiir agjml £®rm* 
w® haw 
Gz.C, Gty*o (ifi)* 
Bias m© efet&is
 x x 
x i 
definite iboreas the part C(#£»••.* © } is penitive 
or negative definite tmlees 0 fee zer©* We pra«»*8ow«. 
tfeat G ie meter gtr®*, 
The relations <10) @k#w that tee grtsp § isVite 
proper derated gpaampi aesardia^ly ifae eejaatie&e 
if - If o 
define tiie greatest iategreMe invariant smb* r^@ap ©f 
@# If C eere sera* this sub^^atip »mld fee ipaerated 
109* 
fey tbe trans feraatioas &f» Bui m &ee frsu (10) thai 
tfe#j <Io a a t gsotrate any group* 
3ft* Ve shall* now* iistm&s in ife&i ©a&e the &®®P G 
i s not s i ^ l « » ILearisa has steisa ife&t th© s«b*@roup 
g of tli® giff@» greup 0» «to©a g@a®rat©{| as foll«vs* 
^siaaii® with tfe« gr©«f) § i t s e l f : 
(1)* ifa©n g i s |^»erat©4 by the traas f« motions X f^* 
(2)* «bm g ®&n tains #B@ or a«v#ral lia©ar m$M&Br 
Mens <?f ib# transformations JLf* 
i 
<3)* ^t*B g isoataiBS a trafjsfermatioa T^f» 
filers remains th# only po8si$i& ease #i€& th» 
grosg g mnl$ It© g^#ra t«^ by a s&rtaiii miahe? S O ! 
iranaf#riiati©»3 of th© fora 
A i l + Z , 4 * ***»•»**<»# j X- I + Zg X 
th© Z|f %eiag the £actep©ii(J@Bt l inear esabiaatl tes #f Y f^* 
W# i#etaes £ t » i i a t e l y tiiat r+ s transforaatl^as 
J * * * * * * * * a * 2 - * * » » * * * 2 g l 
mv&.4 ®Lm fora ma invariant smb~gr*mp* Bat tfcps i s 
passible #»ly i f 
Hi© Z|f ar® not »««@3garily tM« real «&sM^M©tts 
«f Y*f+ fe feat© &©w son® rela t ions of the fol l^mag 
fsrasj 
(x.-*Z,-,Z |)-j8.j,fx.f + 7,f)> 
* B»ll*3©e* la th , tews 55*19aT, 
( 16 ) Aj K * - A jiK , 8fjK = A y" K 
e^ 4rmsf@r^ti#at X f^ - f-f als© for a as iatar i^at 
(X;-Z.- ,<j)—^.- .- . (X.f-Z.f) 
iats t » staple sttb^p-oaps* 
l3» t l» fera «hitii p.¥©8 Mis s©«l-sa% th« sigt being 
sfaig®€t» #£ th» sqaar## «f the r»sts ©f %bm 
tisharaettristl* e$iiatio&9 of th® traasfsraatioa 
T&e fi^at invariant sttb-groaf is 4tfin@3 by 
# i * ^ 
tii© Mesad iamriaat fnab~gmap will fet- 4®fim#«l by 
3h*&& #quEa.ti&m§ «&t b© r«d*ie®i to 
"fher#£©r©* 
Tfa# term 9Maia#i f o r f ( a ) shs«s tkat tfa© teans-
fsraiati®»8 2|f em be regarded as proportional -to 
Yzf - ike fas ter of proportionality feeing real i f 
Q>§* part ly inagLnary i f 0^9* 
Stat ing ROW 
%f * » T . f 
m find i s trirta© of (15) aid (16) 
wheneQ 
Si© gr©&p ia# tfaersfsre* the adj®iat group &i a 
s iaple a^itarf groap «*<* *&ss ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ *^# 
elass of spaces &t»ii©4 i& parm^rapla { '5 > mid { '6 }. 
fe tas arr i?# a t t l » fellomag coaelasioa t 
Tfe© gpoup & Qf $Uplae©®B»te Qi m irr^daeibl© 
spa$e<?i& sispl®, fee ©s:^ap4i@aal oase ariaa nfe«, the 
®l&&$ of spas&s b#l©ag to the spao©s of 8iq»2.* groups; 
for this glass «f spases the grsup <H) of disfla<s©nents 
i s deosiaposei into tm immrphi® sitapl# ©r^ups -
thoss gr^mps being r©«I i f the spaee is of p&siti"?e 
oarvatoro* e&ajttgate iffiagiaary i f tb# spa«e i« ®f 
a#gatiY# sttrwfeire* 
l l b » 
19. fe shall reduce the problem to that of the 
theory of real single groups. Supposing that the 
group 0" i s s i j ^ l e , w® can formulate in a different 
Banner the problem of the investigation of the 
irreducible spaces <?. The n infinitesimal t rans-
formations X. f are such that 
(Xi(Xj Xk)} 
i s deduced l inear ly from X^f; also they ds so t 
belong to my sub-group of G# 
Oonversely, l e t us suppose w© have fund oat , in 
a simple group of a r parameters* n independent 
transformations X.f9*»*,,X f such that 
1 n 
(Xjd j Xk)} ( i , J , k ; 1, . — , n ) 
depend l inear ly on X|f alone, and such tha t X*f 
do not belong to any sab-group of Q* The brackets 
<X£X.) must give r i se to r new independent infinitesimal 
j 
trans formations, because i f this be not so» the 
transformations X.f and (X.X.) 'would generate a sub-
group ®f Q^ IU Cartas has shorn that the brackets 
(XjX-) provide r new independent transformations 
«hieh taken l e a t h e r generate a group having the 
sara© structure as tiie group J% I t is necessary to 
add the supplea»ntary condition that the groapf i s 
d e c e a s e d into the unitary groups. 
* 8ull*S©c. la th , tone S5.1927. 
113. 
l a * Journal de Mathematiques ton© 6,192^® 1. 
Cartel has sbeifi that the isvest igat ioa of the 
aggregate of the transformations X.f sat isfying 
the abow properties is reduced to the problem of 
finding the to ta l ly geodesic varieties* in the 
(BiesQomiaii) group space of 0* which are not"the 
group spaces of a sub-ggroup and «hish are obta ined 
ia ii® representative var ie t ies of aaj 8ub~gr#»p« 
These totally geodesic var ie t ies ar t themselves 
the spaces of Bieisaaii which are applicable OH the 
spaces under ia?est igatioa* 
fhmn the propose I proble® i s reduced to tHe 
investigation of the to ta l ly geodesic varieties 
of the representative spaces of the sitaple groups, 
2G. lw Oart«a has s tated the sane problem fro is 
another point of view which leads i t to a pi^bleas 
of the theory of group already being d i seased 
by the same author* 
Ooasider an irreducible ispaee<§of itiieh tjie 
lp*oup of displacements CJ i s single* The gr$v$ of 
holo.no mie f bei&g gives, l e t as chaags the s ig is 
of the coefficients ^gof the for® of Biemsaiiti 
thus w got another irreducible apace & co'rrespoad* 
lag to another group of displacements (& )• 
Deootiag by X^f, Y* f the real infinitesimal 
transformations of the group 6> we see iiaiediately 
114, 
that the isdmjrpMsa h®%mm the t«s groups G and 
& i s ©btaiaei by p i t t i ng 
<• ** v * £ ! • * + *»» r ) I 
bat tfaer© does a©i ©xist say real is©®Qrpfeie 
^orrtspottdeaoe betn©©& the tm groups, bssaiise the 
tuo forms f {©} are of different sa ta re - eae being 
negative definite an 5 the other indefinite ihose 
r squares are neg&tiw and a squares are positive 
thus «e arriire a t toe folio mag amdueiofe; 
fkmm ex i s t t i c a i s t i a e t real sis|>le str»«tt2i«s 
belonging to the s&ms© oQiaplex type for my 
irreimoifele space 6 • "There exis ts betneen the %m 
real etr&ettares ^i isoasrpMe i s a#na ry correspond 
denee in ifeien r real infinitesimal transferiaa* 
tiens #£ one of these ^©ufs girresspead te r real 
transfo sanations ©f tfe© e tner and a real t rass* 
fe tmt iene of one of the groups ^orxespeai $p a 
part ly imaginary transformations of the ©titer* 
Finally the feria7{©) eorrespeadisg t© one of the 
real strmetares i s negat i te d e f i n i t e 
£i» In fe© terminology of I.Qartan a aaraal 
isoaorpsio oorrespondenee i s defined in the 
foil®mag neo&er* 
Let 6 and 0 be t«e groups fa&fing real parameter® 
and k n s g tm real single gtraeteires (gi?e» before 
US, 
hand) belonging to the aasis cooplex type; l e t one 
of these groups be aaitarg» If the basis of the 
real inf in i tee iaa l transformations of G eould be 
chosen in §ueh a way that e&ch of tfaes mrre spends 
to a real o r inia|p.nary infinitesimal t rans fora t ions 
of S» the correspondence thus obtained between the 
iio iprottps & and 0 i s called a normal isoisorpfaic 
co rrespenden ee* 
1, Oar tan has show in a smmir * Janmlee 
de r i e o l e Morale S«p* too© 31*1914* that 
{!)* being girea im d i s t inc t real 8ifl$le stracteresi 
corresponding to the s&ae type of eonplex 
s tra ctare - ene of these s t raeteres being 
maitary - we can establ ish a neraal is#aorphi@ 
correspondence b a t h e s the t i e s tmete res* 
<2). the different nerstpl isomorphic correspondences, 
that m can es tabl ish between the t » strmotares* 
lead te the same group of helonoffiie r> 
22* Discussing different types of real single 
structures and indicating for each of theai the 
nature of the group of holoBoaiie f*» l*0arta» has 
classif ied "tee irreducible spaees<§ into many jbypes. 
I shal l g iw only the table of the group corresponding 
to his class of spaces of type (4,1) be cams© of oiar 
i n t e r e s t te disease the geoimtry of this class of 
spaces ia Section II of this nork« 
1!6» 
/ 
Tfat© transformations of the aa i tary group Q are 
defiaed by the relat ions 
Thi^ group i s iseaiorphie to the 'uniaiodtilsr* ^emp 
@f a for® of Hermite oontaiaihg 1+1 ¥ariables* 
lb© group & i s defined by the real trans format!oas 
Irf/3» 9a obtain the fo l l o^ng table corresponding 
to the irredmaible upao© of type ( iUI) . 
Kf/3-X^ (JUI) 
i 
iibere Xrf# * X ^ indicate the real t r ans fo ra t ions of 
the unitary group G #iioh oarrespeads to the real 
transformations of the noo-aaitary group &; and 
©errespond to p&rely imaginary trans feraiati,|||p* 
fhe difference betneen the m&aber of poajjti?© 
and aegat i te squares of the f^rmf (e) 42orres§piiding 
to the group § i s* ia this osse* 1; the nuatbe% of 
paraffin ters of the group of holonomie f is £341*4-1) 
sad the number of variables of i s £ 1(1+ 3)#* 
fhe group of holeiae m e Tindleatea hew thi 
eoeffi stents of a aaraonie quadratic fern captaining 
1 + 1 variables are transformed by the orth@,gi©al 
subst i tut ion effected on the variables* 
* jtenaleii de 1**1081© !©ris»3utp.tsBi3 31*1914* 
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Hie irreducible spaees of tjrpe (A.I) a r t ef 
negative eartatt^ree and are ttie representative 
spaces ef the pos i t i t e defini te quadratic fbnss* 
The representation is done ia sudb a my that tm 
qaadr&tie forns iMeli differ oaly by a fas te r are 
represented by the saas point* In this case tfae 
greap 0 i sd i t a t e s hew these £©i«s are transferase! 
iat® theaseltes by tbe l i nea r subst i tu t ion #ffeeted 
en the mriabie§» 
I shall gi?e seas info matioiis abomt tfaes© spaees 
m the fell©mug seet iea ef this ® r t 
J,lc>» 
3 1 8 T I 0 I II* 
Ge^rastrieal sto4y of the gpases @f fiieaisrifi 
belonging to tfe» el ass A#I#©.£ Carton* 
MMtaWM^HMMMMkOH 
2. 
Gee Metrical in terpreta t ion of is* 
23» Consider* in a plane, the monies dete ruined by 
ihe i r equations i» honogeReotas ooo reflates 
I, -^ 
1
 S Z % j x i x j * 9 * 
"J 
Consider a spa«© 1* of ihieh the points - gUea 
hy the hoaegeneoas coordinates i-•( i * j s !»»•«» 3) -
s&tiafy the ooaeltiea 
the l£4 feeing su&je©t#d to soiae relation of . 
itorasgeaeity* 
Being @1?©B ia this gpao© tio in f in i te ly »© ap-
points A|4 and A| •+ dA..» «• express the distance 
betimes these tm points by » s » s of the espresgien 
ih©r© 
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I t i s ©asj to mritf teat t&e 4s is iit ra i l s a t mtli 
r@sp«et to tfe© l i a#a r traBsf&rmaticRs ©ffeetad on 
tMe variables X|*x„,x„* 
I s abtaiat therefore, a sp&m of Bianmri p©s$©ssi»g 
the property tha t i t afl^ta, .$_fflqgp of m%i®m» 
M* Consider Kef i s a spaee of a diasasioss the 
surfaces of u©^©iid degree - «© oaLl the® hyp®r<pi&dri os 
I t i s passible to represent each of them in a space 
of I - f a ( a + l ) - l dimensions IL hj the saw process 
as i e have tibfi© ia th® part i mlar sas© 0f a s 3* 1Ji@ 
ds #an# therefor©* b© taken in the iflsst sioqpie form 
L 2 
u t i e r e n e Ja&?@ ^ ( M y l l , 
A -
A. A. 
J L 4 ivt n2*> . - C<H-'~ **»* 
Ai Kx A. 'n- l I 
k. 
''i*. "ivy ' " ^ r v ' ' ^ ^ " A r v , 
25* Let ther® fee %w iafi»it®ly a@ar h^f©rqaadri cs s 
(A) and {k+iA)* Qonsider a par t icular cas« ifaeti th@ 
points ©f i s t s r see t ina of th©s« t ie sarfaees ar» 
sii%le§ that i s to saj# that there i s fi&| a»y -flft&fcaqt 
b@t«©#ii th© in© snr£ae©s* 
In this eas# i t i s peraassible t© ohoes® a 
trWgi.® #f r©f#rsae® s@l£-<33» jugate vl tb regard te 
hath sarfae^ss sash tha t th# coordinates ef these 
%m surfaces i s th© spaes BL. b© 
*U d A U ****** A»o ^ » °* ° 
2 
fh« $s i i i l have* ttiea* a «»ry single form 
i 
A * 5^Ai-Ai'' ^ A 
^#r®for# 
Z~" ° A. 
^ i c ^4L M i , 
^
=
 ° A, "XT' 
and 
l , . . , ** 
^^z'(f / t(H^S' *V •y A t 4v 
121* 
If for tii# re la t ion of homogeneity m tak« 
2 = 0, 
a»d tii# 4s takes the folio mag form 
"j A« Ajj T 
Let as tak®, ia part icular* ttie ca&e mk@a a 
I A« AJt A3i l At 4J. 
or* 
^.(4**)lJ**a)\ ikU*. 
-<w * • 
Caaft ..I*..
 r ^»a : tt». .«aicg have BO ooataot^ 
26* Soasidsr* »ow» a triangl© of r e f o r m s self-
ooajmgat© witia i^gar-d to tli# two eonies (A) and (A+iA) 
hariag H—^S^as&E. &** S**S„*S„ is© i t s ¥#rtiea*Ti» 
•sJL -ifc» V 
points* belonging rtspsotiirely to ©ach of owr tm 
ooaics* li@ o» tli@ s t r a igh t l i s# S.S^ betw«#a the 
points S. and 3 -
Let as take 
B i i = % * * * ! ! 
The equations of the tao conies become 
Ite ©am suppose that ilia soor&aat@s of S, are 
C 0* 0* 1) 
and the equations o ! to s t ra igh t l ines S^S^S^Sy 
SgSs ar# reisptetitrsly 
z s §• j : 9t x : 0. 
lh«i the ps ia t s of intersect ion of the eesie (A) 
with the s t r a igh t l ine 3*3- i® given by the equation 
"II 
Simlar ly ike poiats ©£ i&tersestieii of the eosie (B) 
rniul^ be i .
 lo 
he% us mustier* asw* the erens-ratio of fottr points 
h v 4, 5„ 
X./dA& _ dk^_ 
Similarly \ ^ * Ai 
123. 
» &M&11 reoall* JSor©©?#r# tha t 
J Av 
Therefor©* 
*» + ** + ** -
 z |( 4 j + ( x y + -^-^ 
22 
l » e * * 
From th is «e deifees a r@sali tra© only i&eii these 
tio ooaeles has© no eBatagt* 
111© ds i s a quadratic f©m with constant ® eff ic ients 
the sr&ss-ratise { S.^sfi.^*!^) k&tiag a» eirideat 
g&o^trieal significance* «e tef®, ia this par t i sa lar 
eas@t interpreted m@ Js gi©n»tri£aily» 
2^, Hiis resul t <3s» be d imat ly gmftralised te the 
sas© ihaa a i s not aeeessari ly equal to 3 b&& my 
&»mb®r ^ats©@f©r* 
9e hairs* i s this sas© 
aloag mth fee ogaditi^a 
I,, j rv 
-C^-u' 
j An * o 
Tht ds ©xpr@ssiag the distance betiseea th@ points 
&,• - and 4. ,+dA,, af %m i n f in i t e ly a©ar hypsrcptadri as 
(A) and ( A + i i ) faayia^ ao eoataet aaa to© expressed 
as a cpadr&tia for® l i t h eonstaat es#ffiei©ut@ of 
R. • and lien0© ha# a @3©ia3triaal sigpifieano®* 
3 * fbe 4s of oar spao©# ia this part i cular ease* 
&m also b© expressed aa a function of the iralwas of 
th© eross-rat io^ of four fissd points on tha ©onios. 
Goasider th# conies throagji th© four points p . , 
P2*P***4* Taking th® hanaosio triangle of this 
qaateagL# as triaagl® of r@f© reuse, the ooo rtiiaatos 
of th« fomr points will be { + p r + q» + r}» and th© 
equations of the §s»ies &r« 
fi»e t r a i l s of the #rosg-*Fs,ti@ af the four points 
tak®» ia dif ieroat ordsrs are raspeoti t^ly 
__ 622. % _ ^33. x. , - j k X v - > CI3 B 
f&kiag th« ra t io of th»s© values of the o w s * 
ra t io is® haw* aegpLsating th© t e n s of h i t t e r degree 
as well as eofistaats 
o* J* til - 4 ^ - 4^! , 
* " * B,, At 4** A» 
B 22 ^12 / ) 3 3 ^ 1 2 
13
" « W A s a ' A , ^33 
136. 
L©t us smbjoet A4-» in th© t io eases, "to th© 
eouditioas of h0asgea#ity 
A*\ ; ^ ' 
iter th© f i r s t smrfass «• shall haf« 
lor th© seooad surface oe&tai»©cl in th© hyperplaat 
a 1 
m electee© from them
 i 
A * L* 
therefore A m&A sr® ideotioal ©xoept for th^ir 
sigas* m& th# express ion of the i r in ar© also 
identical except for their si|ps» 
Consider th® east when tho s&rfacos of s^oad 
degree obtained by ih# inters©etion of the fejpsrpLa&e 
% - J l x . r 0 miix th® surface mder oonsiderailoa 
h&ts no coataet* *&# pre coding paragraphs pre t ide 
a ipoiaetrical iot©rp rotation of the i r ds* 
L®t as stippos© thoy have two eoat&ots a t tw 
points,, fh«& is© shall sake mth these s a r f a ^ s the 
•saws reasoning as gl^on before, i«o** by intersect ing 
thorn by any hyporplaBO passing by the iateraeotioa 
of ti© tangents ihioh are oosron to th©«*If th® 
surf&oes r t s u l t i a g from the in terse otion h&to »© 
z 
contact they gi?© a ggofflstrieal interpretat ion of ds * 
otli€riis@ w sball repeat tfa@ sums ©p#Fati«B. 
6as# I I I* -ateea the §arfae®& haw a si aid© ,osata«.t» 
30* 1 s t ms stady th« ease «b«ii tuo mirfaees of seoaad 
d#gr#@ h&w only a single <3ostact a t a § tea poiat 
3 * th© 06srii»at©s of paint S, being 
and th© #fU&tion ©f tfae ta»gsnt plan© toeiag 
Ui# surfaee ifesa @ettati©s i s 
i , - > ^ ^ 
"J 
will ©md&ntlj sa t i s fy tfe@ ^a<iiti#ns 
and is© s©6, as i s t l» pr^eediag p&ragrapb, that 
A liafiag t t e saws foro as gjtea i s tine preeediag case* 
therefor©, th© ds i s the s a » ^ a t s e e w r to© the 
value of ^ j | { i / 1}* 
1© «a»> the r©fo re* @.?e s#s@ arbi trary v@X«®8 t© 
tees® ^ * la par t icular l # t ms gi?© them th# ?ala@ 
gsro* fhis n g i s tha t w mm bask % ®&si<!#r aastig 
2 
to® sttrfaeQS having tb© §aa» <isf t » sarfa^ea having 
so w§m Q&B but t\ffl ©entmets* 
Tims ther@ ar# an inf ini ty of surfaces bating th# 
2 
saani ds t apcl a point of mntaet*fh#y are tfaoae for 
sfoich the Ay ha^B th# same values mth tii# ®x^©pti#a 
of % | C i f D* 
128* 
Then these l a s t quant i t ies tend to Eero* the 
eorresponding surface tend to a l imit ing position 
£®r ihieh there are t io peinte of oontaet mth the 
f i r s t gl?en surface* 
2. 
Thus the ds of tro surfaces ha t ing only one point 
of ooataet are brought back to these t ie surfaces 
hating tm points ©f oontaet* 
Case If* ufaen the surfaces ha-ge osculating oMitaot* 
31* The cubic equation 
A ^ @\*+ fi) A*&*° 
determines three -raises of A for iMeh the conic 
breaks up into a pair of s t ra igh t l ines* 
I f -tee three roots of the cubic in A are ^qual* 
three of the points of intersection coincide and m 
have a tare®-point contact, the conditions fejr the 
three-point contact being 




3A ^ Jtftl?—^ 
T ^ A * i(A*A,+ A^A^ 
where A A,, Ai have the Base values as w& in 






Th© esaditiofis (i) mi ( i i ) are simplified te 
^ _ 4 t - o - -(') 
A /? " 
m4 44a_ _ Aff
 0 ___—— (it) 
A A1 " 
If for tfe© relat ion of h&fflogBB@i% w© take 
/ 
A z U 
mi ds redtt«»s to Jis*Xz=£ 
nfeieh i s a&ro in virte© ai the solidities ( i ) 
2 
ftas th© ds of oar space* in th is ease* i s g#r®r 
S i a l l a r i t ¥ idtfa the .»pa»a..ol Carel.»7» 
52. L#t as 3§nsid&r, now* the d§ ia i t s mm®r$& fori 
0Qfi8id&rt in th» spaee I. . t a p«ia t of i f e i^ the 
©Q^rdiaat^s are M*** 
rsplaee* in the expression of dB* th© | i m t i t l e s 
d% 4 fey stay qmastities BL .«. 
be tfe© expression ttaas obtained* I t i s of tfa© s^ooad 
d©gre© a»d koffiog&a@oas ia tk© B, .* 
L®t as take 
% i s %4 w© ka?© AZ*3A=A, 
f& «r#for«* j>(AlJih<.j)*s\+(*p 
130, 
aad tbe oosstaat ia equal to 3> * ?/* * 
Is eaa» therefore* consider the points of the space 
I #@tersi»#4 by the system of coordinates {&, ,)» 
fhese ooordiaates are hos»g@»e©us md are subjected 
to the relation of homogeneity 
Consider* then, ia this spaee* the sarfaee of the 
seooad degree 
the Ay being eoit&i^ered as. some gene tan ts*. s»d 
the de defined by the quadratic for® 
I t follows fro a the abo?@ consideration that the 
ds of oiar sp&oe of Biesafifi i s identical
 f a t the point 
Ajjt mtb that of a spae© mth eons taut cartatmro 
of the f i r s t kind referred to the absolute 
and sasoeptible of geonetrioal interpretation* mth 
respeot to th is absolute* by s»a»s of the e » s s ~ 
ra t io of four points t <*$*)* (A- ,+ dA. .) and tmo 
points of i» terse eti©» of the s t r a i ^ t l i a e Joining 
these ti© polats mth the starfaee of the second 
degree j> s. ®* 
fhas 1« oMt be aoRsidered as OQiistitotia^ ismall 
h i t s of the olaeaiool Bon-emelideaB usasea of Oayleir* 
131* 
C H A P f 1 B I I . 
Detoraiaatioii of the, . to ta l ly gee deal o mr ie t i ea 
of tiae a-nac*'Jfo» 
% t a l l y geedesio variet ies* 
33* If frsffl & ©.W&E point A of a spas© of BiesiattB 
we draw different igaoiesios itoieh are ta&gp&t* a t 
this peiat» to the sane p-dineusieaai eleweat plane, 
the surface ^ a e r a t e d by these geodesies i s called a 
p-dineaiieiial igBodesie variety a t the poiat A»If 
the variety i s geodenio a t each' of i t s pointit* i t i s 
said to 6© totally gsodesia variety of the epa#e of 
Bi«nasft* the totally geodesic variety possesses a 
oharaeter is t io property eas i ly * a»y ^©desi# vbieit 
i s tfiHgtat to the variety i s contained ent i re ly into i t , * 
In the fo l lemag paragrapha I propose to d e t e n t e 
the totally geodesic variet ies of our spaoe JL* 
Bspregemtative soaee of the mmuv Q* 
34* Let ue oeasider the general projective group 
i a the space M&+ I t i s defined by the tranafenaatioiis 
^ = X ^ 4 - X ^ 
w h e r e 
X<< = Xrfv 
132r 
In Journal d§ mUmmtiqm - 1925V I*0arta» ha& 
shs^a li^ w i&th sash, a groap m om safce te eerrespoiid 
a mr i e ty of 
r * B*i 
difflMJSioss of affia© ooirae etion m the a t t&rsiQn*. 
fte gramp & ogasists sf r paraa®t©rss a******* ar# 
w& shall re^trd th© parameters ef this group as the 
ewrdiaates ©f a p©£»t (a) i a a spas© ©f r #f8©ssi§Bs 
S r # i isb i s ©ailed th» gronp-spaee* 
Hi© pi»p®rti®§ of ^rornp permit as to intra da se 
sons ge©m@trioal notieas ia tlais eeatiaatui* 
Being given t io p©ists (a) aRd (to) of th is spaa© 
©f ©roup we shall sai l th© aggregate sf thes« t i e 
points as vector - tli© poiats fa) aftd (b) b@iag 
respectively ®m origin and ®m Qxtmwity # | this 
—* 
?@«tar» Tfa© teetor m i l be Quoted by the aviation afe* 
With easii pe ia t (a) i s evidently a&aoeialfed a 
transformation f &f the group* fe define t m kinds 
of ©qui pallet! ee ; 
Iquipsllfiact ©f f i r s t kind [^DJ 
l^iip&lleae® of sse^iid k i a i f(2)J 
xoo0 
f i thoa t any loss of generality m can i n s i d e r 
the ©iigl.fi of our apase I „ ehosen in stieh a way that 
i t oeiaeides m t h the point (a^) corresponding to 
the ident i ty transformation of the group 8* 
Gsnsider* » r @ o ^ r , a point, defined by the 
quantit ies da*».»»,, ,da * in f in i t e ly near the ©ri@ji, 
*Si# transformation f Q + d a i s an ittfiniiesiiaal 
transformation whish i s dedueed evidently fr«© r 
infinitesimal trans formations of bases X^*** .**!^ 
aooording to the theory of S.I*ie# 
The leoior aa Joining a point (a) to an inf in i te ly 
near point (a) - a^ z % + ^ a i ** **H &e equipollent 
•to the ?e@tor Qda i f «e ha?© 
low 
wiser© co'ar© the forms of Pfa€f of tins f i r s t order in 
da** 
I f w© oonaider* a t each point of l r » the ©artesian 
repere obtained by dramsg f lorn this point the testers 
©qmipollent to the ?eet©rs forming the cartesian 
repere a t ta® or ig in , the **> m i l be the eoordiaates 
ef the point a' £ a+ da referred to the ©artesian 
re per© a t the point (a)* 
S imla r ly «s earn attaoh* a t eaoh point of I » a 
©artesian res®re iedtteed by the equipollon^e of the 
seeoad kind fro© the repere a t the ori@.n» fhe 
-""' ~' - ' -tcZXfJ 
saerdiBat#s mi the point a' - a,+ da in f in i t e ly sear 
the p@int (a) i s gi?ea hy*o\ ih&re «> are defined hy 
. - j 
fer@0f©r» «e hav@ to© fs l lomng equations ©f atraetnx** 
0') J 
W liav© tibas d#fia#$ ti© af f i le asimeetiQjis i&tboat 
sar?aiar® «hi©h penal t m to define a third affin© 
©oo&#eti©n mtfe@8t t&rsioa i#fi»&d by 
<i)» the fdri® £>' 
<2)» the form co^-t"**-
K 
The curvature of the spae© i^* thes» defined by th© foras 
K 
The Biea8im*(Siristoff9l teasor i s giie&»here»iiy 
©an* now* #@£ia© a syffltoel Uf by 
135* 
Ife jftlly,... mm deal,g ?a,rie t i es a f 1 ^ 
3S* fe e&mei&te a theorem* <iti@ t© g# Carts© *ihi eh 
he has ©btaine*! for the de t e n d s a t ies of the totally 
geedesie t a r l e t i e s ef the representative spaces of 
the gretip d*> 
Ihmmmi At my p©ist ©f a to ta l ly ^®4esie tar ie ty 
f of p diiseasieiis the igyshels 8 4 f t . , . » , l l f of p 
p A r 
i&depe&deat direeMsas of th is variety possess the 
property that the i a f i s i t e s i s a l transferase, tiffins 
4epe»i i i aea r ly ( with s&sstaat eeeffieieats) ©a 
the traits f e rmt iess 
th is tfeeeres has a f i r s t i Mediate application: 
Hi© to ta l ly iip#$esie variet ies s f S r which are 
the representative variet ies of a sub-grour) and are not 
mfymnis&md in my representative variety"ef a 
s»fe~ip*esxp are fee spaees ef Memos ©f the type 
i»<H.cat©$ m& studied hy £» Garten in the o e » i r *Ball* 
Se@.* liath.de fra&ee tome 55*192?.* 
lew in the easa of the greup 0 i t is easy t§ 
{IQ4 a sash to ta l ly gNjdesia variety* 
m haw 
(** /^)* fy > ( ^ f ) * fy >' (£/? Z<p) * 2^-^j 
136* 
2SM» otbar brack© t% iter© ct?f,/>$ ar© a l l 4if£©r©at» 
ar© g©m* 
fb©»e© i© j u m 
I t f e l l s us fmm this that* ia th@ group-sfao© 1 ©f 
affia© (»ttne«tioB utthout torsion* tli© surfaces tang&at» 
mt ©ada p©iat* ia tls© dir©#tious 
X^-X,; %Yrt 
nb©r© «f,(3 ar t any ati»to#r*^totally {jpo&sic mri©ti©s 
tfeieii ssasicf&irscl tfa©»B©l » s are tk© spaees of fpL#«aiim 
©f tfe© typ© \m.4®r ®aaid®rati#ii# 
Tfetaliv gB§©degi© mrieti©© ©f oar spae© HL~ 
36* 0©»si<!©r a point P of th is variety. £©t ®§ 
©arre&pcaKt to i t a»y s&rfaee <I) of the s©QQod degree 
of th© spae© SL» As «e aaa refer this sturfaca te any 
pelyfeyira of F©f©r©as@ ia tfa© spa©© 1^* i t will te© 
137. 
pre per to shoes© these mth respeet te ifaieh the equation 
©f the surface (A) takes the folio mag to mi 
"y 
l e t us assseiate to aay pe in t P - in f in i te ly near 
fro® P - the surface ( i } i a the spas® 1 * Shi* i s 
ebtsiaed by applyiag the traasforffiatioii 
to the sarfaoe (A)» 
I s are @nag to justify tha t thie is possible 
because the Btutber of difflMisiens ©f the proposed 
variety is S * i n(tt+l)»JU Ms® te any t ie d i s t ine t 
points of the variety -toere e&rrespoad tue d i s t inc t 
sarfaoes* 
fhis issaas that m can es tabl ish a GQrrespenJenee 
betueea the r g&ransters of the group £ and the 
©©efficients i | j Aere w© eoasider A|j §»d A« as 
ino d i s t i a e t variables* Tba variety Eg is*then, 
.generated by the transformations of the points. P* 
57 » Bw» i?e rea l ize a point correspondence ©etwee 
the variety fare a ihich ire s t a r t ed m& the space I * 
this correspondence is evidently iso^tr ic»1hu» the 
tm spaces a t o i t the s&a» group of s©ti®ns, Ay 
application of a space oa the other* possessing this 
property* ddfi&es m isometric correspondence* 
138. 
I t i s mw easy to fl»d osrtaia auAsr of to ta l ly 
geodesic variet ies of ®mr space 1^ and their geometrical 
ia terpre tatiea* 
F i r s t of a l l any variety e£ p 4 »~1 difflBnsieas 
generated by the d i r a t i o n s 
* 1 
These are the sarfaees having the g^offletry of the 
eaei ideas spaeea. 
If i s take .... 
J * * 
the eqmatioas of the geedesie esntained in these 
smrfaees m i l have the form % s^-At*/1 ' . 
I t is ea^y t© see that these ssrfaees are gee» t r i e a l l y 
represented hy th© aggregate ef th© surfaces CD admitting 
the same self-sonjsgate {aute-polar) poiyhydra ef 
reference* 
fe consider» se madly * the surfaces geaerated hy 
the direetieas 
W V1!* 2ia* 2i3* 2as 
l e t us s t a r t fmm. the surface (A) ef the seesmd 
degree 
i 
and apply te i t the trans f c r a t i o n 
Ihat i s t© say 
139* 
The increase thus obtained is evidently 
The equation of the surface (A) m i l be 
Consider a p©lyhydra of reference S ^ S ^ , . , * * * * ^ 
self~o&» jugate t© the surface (A)» I t i s easy to see 
tha t tli© vert ices SA*%§**~*+**\ adai t the sane 
eonjugate hyperglane with respeet to the aggre,gate of 
the surfaces (A)# 
the totally ggedesi® surf as© hamng the greatest 
number of difi»nsiens f i l l be* therefor©* that nhen 
fer instance the vertex (0*0,*..*.*1) will admit the 
suae mnjugate plane nith respeet to the aggregate of 
eurf&Ges (A)# 
fhe equation of the smrfae© (A) is therefore 
"jf/3 
Ihese surfaces are obtained by the fellawing 
directions f e r ^ 3 » 
They are* therefore* ef 
/yv -l)6*-*) . i . y v . ^ - 0 
140. 
39. l a tiio o&s© of n a 3, for exai^l®* tho «axiaiH» 
umaibor of diffl&asioas of a to ta l ly giodtsie sarfae© is & 
fb@j will ©# §ta©rat®ci by th© trans formations 
( i£) V x i ' **-*" ^ ' 3 
( i i i ) X,-X»> V**> ^ 3 
Tfctey ar© represent©i gaomstrieally fey t&e a^reg&t® 
o f soaeeatri o circles* f©- see that gsdfa a surf&eft 
ooatatas ISI in f in i ty of to ta l ly gsodesio sarf&css of 
Z disaeasiofis* Maying a eftwasa s@lf~eon jugate iriaiigi§# 
Mso we e® ©asily verify th#ir properties ©f %©ing 




Qopy of a ffiesoir apprsfed to be published 
shortly m Jour* Ind» lath* So c.» Bee, issue 1943. 
0ae parameter continuous groups of Deformations. 
By 
Wohammd Shabbar 
(Frost the Bepartmeat of Mathematics,M. Aligarh), 
Intra daetjsiu Takiag a one parameter trsaisiorffiation 
of a Li© group g&se rated by the iaf ini tosi i 
trans fo raaiioB. 
U (1) D * tt-S 
i s a space ishether Hismanal an or of affiae GOBaection* 
Kesaabl was the f i r s t to suggost the idea that i f 
the group transfers® the points and the eaordiaateg* 
s e t the teasers* the aew eotapojae&ta of these tensors 
are determined by a suitable operator associated 
with the gi?ea Lie group. 
th is t©»ser operator I shew to be actually S 
defined by 
( 2 ) S T ; : - i i T . - : , * +tt | -T-; :-»- - • • • + M T ^ . & 
-U'|„T!".- -zdTT'.Q-'^-
aad 
using the i?ell teem notation of H» P^inoave, 
* ILIXIosafflfei: " Goutiauoue groups aad %m feeorew 
• of filler* (StthTstudent,!!, 1934*94-100)/ 
142. 
i j " ii-* 
Her© %JJLs a tensor of th© spaee* and f££ i s 
til© eorresponding new tensor of the spae© obtained 
by the operator S as shorn in (3)» 
fosaisbi's or iginal programme wa& to investigate 
the main poss ib i l i t i e s that lamed! ately s s ^ g s t 
theaiselfes ihen the eqttations of H I l ing 
8i/i+Vi = 0 
are repl&eed by the vanishing of the S«-variation 
of other fandssenial igeoffletrie objects* i*m*9 
the Biemann-Chris toff e l ssrvatare tensor, feyl 
eonforsal and projective tensors e t c . A greater 
^ner&ligat ion i s not possible &§ his notes 
contain a fa i r ly siapl® resul t that under th© 
transformation invars© of x ' = e x° we hate 
ihere 
«5 
A Hao his unpublished notes dated th# saae year* 
I express «gr thanks % Prof. B.B*le&aisbi for h is 
guidance and suggestions throughout the course 
of this investigation* 
* Questions of convergence are igiered throughout, 
as m assaiis the relevant sarins always convergent 
for a l l suff ic ient ly assail values of too parameter 
and some suitably res t r ic ted region of the space* 
145. 
Thm th@ space as a gfasle dees aot efaasgt 
s t i l l y hy Lie iraasforaation ifeieh can always 
b® visualis@d as a orange ©f eoerdiftates* 
1 show* using th# S-cp@rator, that i so tmyie 
Ri©gB^ iB Bgaets remainJBotrcmls n i t h the aaaa 
scalar earvatttrt as w i l d h0 expected from th« 
atoow* Biis is * presamably* th© tr&« sigiifieaa^e 
©f th® Tmll~1mam results that m i so t ropic npae@ 
admits i soag t r i e oorrtspQadeiie© with i s (a+1) 
paraasters , and also t B (n+1) independent 
solutions of ths ©qtiati^sB ©f U l l i n g . 
The emphasis of omr investigation i s ent i re ly 
different fro© that gi?ea in standard text fe$«ks 
©a th© thtery ©f soatinuems greups of t ransi t raat ioas* 
fh«r# w© se# ihat are the csaditioas that a Ipaee 
admit a gimn group* fi#r@ ^ are concerned | l t b 
both th# ©ri^Laal and th© d©f©ns©d spaces*thftir 
invar iants a»d th@ ralat iaus that subsis t tof#p§®©» 
th#a. Incidentally w hs?©j 
• If a teaser T remains invariant meter 
th* infinitesimal transformation of a group i t 
remains invariant under th© f in i te trans f o i m t i an 
«f th© group* * 
144. 
I« Ihe. S~QP© raters 
13i© original trausforataM©a»represented by tfee 
operator § * » ^ ; * applies ©nly to p#int 
functions as s&ciu I t s f i r s t ®xt@nsionr rep reseated 
by
 Y 
•i • J 
i s applied ts th# matrie F - g. . x x and m 
feat© 
ar» in teas© r ia l for® 
Here osaaa* sesi-^oloa aad selidas denote 
* * 
diff©r@utiati©a with respeet te x $ x and 
K0sa®fei*s <» variant differentiat ion r@speeti?#ly. 
On aseosat of to© point «f ?i©w adopted, th# 
fo l lomag lessia^ are easi ly proved: 
I*@wia 1$ 
Sdx1" s 0 
iefflm H i M CA^dx1} z (Sj^) dx* 
^©re 
S^c = <*hi**<*li/li +2Jb&<i 
145. 
»* * ~ < * ^ -f J^-rs1 tesasa I I I i SB = UB^'^IYB-2UL^J2.^ 
Lemm If? 
ST;-; =.f/r;:/, + t / / .T;: + - - • • • **aT^.i*i*+ 
- u * / y T v ; ~ - - - - 2 U T r ; i 2 U v 
this i s eas i ly p s w d fig a the i i a u t i t y 
fheefem It la pa r t i ealar Sg^ * r U | / j -*- Hw. 
Bieoiuis l i t _ . . - r* 
T,tJ" ~i ri>" 
lor l e t a p s in t T be the traasform of a point 
A* Let t fee the parameter of the traasferisaiiQii, 
Then "§** axe faaetiaas ®f £» and s? is analyt ic 
in £ . farthers 
=fij-- T,'J 
t-**> t 
Menee the thee res , for this formal a gives 
—ii - -
singly the fayler*s ser ies defining f * 
hit- - . 
14&. 
Biesrtm I I I : By dir^et ealculatioa the new 
§©0ffisieats @f mameii©a IV are obtained in 
the f©ll#mag f©rs? 
•Y\ T V — ' 
ih©r© 
ffeg&yeia If; The carvature t tusor of the defamed 
spaet i s giv^n by 
II» I ehall* oow> p»f© th® isvariaaee of the 
sealar oarmter©* K * for f in i t e traosfsroatioR 
of as isotropics Me»ittRiaa spaee* 
A tie pessary asd suff icient oonditiofi that a 
spae© % be of eons tan t eurvature I # i s tha t th« 
eoiapoiiQate of the fwidafflental tensor sa t is fy the 
e&aditisfis 
Suite M toting this ^xpressioa ia 
w& haw 
^ i e h pit>?@s the f i r s t thesrea of the introeta@tie&* 
147. 
Tk® s e d i t i o n s for th© prsjuetiir© and osnforia^ 
trans £©riaati©ss ar© respectively 
1h@s® eruditions are ©qmi¥aLerit to those 
giv#n by l i senhar t in mush l@ss handy fona; but 
he has g|¥@fl ©»# mer© condition a&sooiat#d mih 
his d®ri?ati©m 
Our powerful notation, shows th# sbot© ©xp resales 
to b& ident ical ly ©qual to SHj^ ~ SBjfcf I t i s 
loo i i that for MsmgRBiaii spaees Hj* * fi^ f s& that 
Iis#nhart*s s e d i t i o n i s ident ical ly satisfied* A 
direct prsef saia also b© gjLy@a by using tb@ 
iden t i t i e s of Bianehi and Bisei* 
* L.P* iis®aharts~ * Biea^aiaa ggofflfttry*; 
equations (168*13}, f68*14}* (69.3) , (69*4)* 
148, 
I t i s d o a r that i f the » t r i e tensor mmim 
i a m r i a s t md®r tim f in i t e transformation ®f th® 
group* the earvatar© teaser also r@maitts invariant. 
f&r SB1.,. 9 Q follows fro© S ^ . r 0. But i f 
SR1. » 0* tti@n Sg} ^ i s usees sari ly ©qaal te zer@ 
iraly for aa l i a s t e i s spae® { I/* 0# n * 3) aai 
hese® f©r i so t ropic spaeas als«» 
For i f in 
i l r l 
w® contract far i and 1* w« obtain 




Bene® the pi$ posi t ion. 
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